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RESEARCH!iN, ON, AND BY TEACHERS' CENTERS: SUMMARY REPORT

In1979 the Teathers' centers EXchange, working through the Far West

Laboratory for Educational esearch and Development, began a, program 'that

provided.financial awards for the conduct of collaborative research on exem-

plary teachers' center practices. -During the period of September 1979 through

March'1982, 15 teachers: centers, participated ir 14 research efforts. The

program was supported by the National Institute of Education. This Report

includes a background on the program, information on the management of the

program, a review of related research, summaries of each of the 14 projects,

a commentar.V.on collaborative research efforts, and a commentary on some im-

plications of the results.

We prepared this Report with the assistance of the staff of the Teach-

ers' Centers Exchange and the participants in the 14 research projects. In

addition to the project summaries included in this report, interested readers

may receive copies of_any or all of the 14 project reports by writing the Fat

West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development, 1855 Folsom Street,

5an Francisco,.CA 94103. (Indicate the title ,of each report you request.)

WO hope this repol7t, and the reports from the individual.projects, will

be helpful in understanding:teachers' center practice. We also hope that

these results will encourage others to continue collaborative research on

teachers' centers, and on staff development efforts generally.

William Hering
Kenneth Howey

,July 1982



I. INTRODUCTION

A. Some Background on Teachers ' Centers i n the United States.

In the late 1960s and the early 1970s about forty teachers' centers were

establi shed i n this country. Several f actors contributed to the i ni ti ation and

growth of these centers. Major curriculum development efforts in the 1960s '

pr'esented new curricula but di,d little to prepare teachers to teach theS'e

curricula. The open education movement spawned workplaces and advisory assisr

,tance in which,teachers could be helped to create,- adopt, and use informal,_

"experienti,a1" Curriculum materials and instructional methods tailored to

their indi vidual classrooms. Inservice education was increasingly criticized

for lack of teacher i nvol vement in course desi gn and for i nstructi on that was

irrelevant to teachers ' daily needs. The growi ng i nfluence of the teacher

unions supported the position that teachers should be actively involved in plan-

'\
ning their own inservice educat.ion. And as fewer new teachers entered the pro-,

fession, need for inservice was perceived to be greater than for preservice ed-

ucation. All of these factors interacted and contributed to an increase in

teacher-desi gned or teacher-responsi ve inservice education. Teachers' centerS

are one important example of this change in inservice education. Some of these
A

new centers were based at universities, some within loCal districts, and a few

were independent of any formal educational authority.

Teachers' centres in England and Wales preceded the establishment of

American teachers' centers. In the United Kingdom the Nuffield Foundation,

which supported the ScienCe and Mathematics Curriculum Projects, also supported

teachers' groups to encourage teacher involvement in curriculdm development

and "hands-on" teacher 'preparation to use the new materials. These groups

became the first teachers' centres. Today there are more than 600 centres in



the United Kingdom. Few British centres still focus -on a single subject and

almost no centers in this country do. Howdver, the original intent of these'

Orited Kingdom centres--to encourage full participation of teachers in cur,ric-
_,

..ulum development at the local level--14emains an important element in American

teachers'' centers tpday.

Throughout the sixties and seventies the United States Office of Educa-

Vicki (now the Department of Education) supported new forms of teacher educa-

tion. In 1971 a National Teacher Center Pi lot Program was created; four pilot

projects, each emphasizing a different approach, were supported. Then, in

1976, Public .Law 94-482 was passed, creating the authority for federal support

of .teachers ' centers. Sixty-one centers were supported in the fi rst operational

year of the program (1978-79) and approximately 49 more were funded over the

next three years. The Federal Teacher Centers Program is now one of the .pro-

grams included i n the Education Consoli dation and 'Improvement Act of 1981. The

major portion of these monies flow through state education agencies to local

di stri cts on a formula basi s. Gi ve n the current wi despread economi c problems

at the local level it is problematic how much of this block grant money wi 11

be available-for teachers' centers. Nonetheless, the Federal program has made

important contributions to the movement. It has brought the concept of teach-

ers' centers to the attention of thousands of educators. It has supported 110

centers that .provi ded di verse programs for teachers. Many of these wi 1 1 sur-

vi ve , although perhaps in modified foms, now that Federal support has ended. '

The Federal program is an important aspect 'of the teachers' center movement.

However, centers were operating before the Federal support began and many of

these centers continue to exist today.
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B. Some Ways of Defining Teachers' Centers.

In attempting to define centers, it is helpful to consider what kinds of

centers exist. Sykes (1980) identified five possible functions servedthy

teachers'' centers, expanded on .each, and suggested that these may represent

competing views with each view having its advocates. His major functions

include: (1) to reduce the gap between the growth of knowledge and the

availability of that knowledge to teachers; (2) to promote soci al change

by assisting teachers in meeting the several social-educational goals

assi gned to schools; (3) to improve teachi ng practi ce by provi di ng oppor-

tuni ties to develop greater teaching ski 1 1 and remedi ate identified weak-

nesses; (4) to promote the personal growth of teachers, 'a view based upon

the .belief that becoming a good teacher is more of a craft than a sciencel

(5) to assist in school improvement efforts, focusing less on concerns of

i ndi vi dua 1 teachers and more on the cross-cutting problems of a school

. faculty.

Another way of categorizi ng teachers '
centers is to exami ne thei r philo-

sophical orientations. feiman (1977) believes that basic differences among

teachers' centers stem not so much from the organizational forms they take as

from the assumptions.on which these forms are bui lt. She suggests that there

are fundamental differences on which these forms are built. She suggests that

there are fundamental differences in beliefs about what teachers are like,

who should control their education and training, and how they can best be

helped 'to improve thei r work. Feiman i denti fied three phi losophi cal orien-

tations unde'egi rdi ng centers,: (1) the behavi oral type teachers ' center which

is desined to impreve specific'teaching behaviors; (2) the humanistic center,
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which focuses on creating a learning environmentwhere teachers feel psycho-

logi cal ly supported wi thin a neutral arena; and (3) the developmental center,,

which encourages ,teachers ".to reflect on thei r teaching and to clari fy and

assess 'the assumptions which inform i t."

Feiman Underscores an iniportant di fference in the developmental ly ori en-

ted approach. She states that it "invol ves qualitati ve shi fts in the ways

teachers organize experi ence in thei r heads, and, by impli cation, i n thei r

.classrooms::". Thus, concerns of a developmental cepter dictate systematic,

long-term'i nvolvement for teachers.' This is a style which contrasts wi th

the many spontaneous, re lati vely short encounters associated with humanisti c

centers and also wi th the more prescri ptive traini ng and educational products

characteristic of the behavioral-type centers.

Because teachers' centers servo luny teachers, they of ten represent more

than one of the fi ve functions i denti ti ed by Sykes. Sitni lar ly, a teachers'

center staff may adopt what Feiman refers to as a humani stic approach for

some teachers a developmental approach that includes humanisti c principles

for other teachers who return to thexcenter frequently, ,and stil 1 al low for

the ificlusi on of behaviorally, oriented programs in thei r schedule of acti vi-
,

ties as wel 1. Thus, these classificattons help to describe the vari ety of

teachers' centers, ,but they should not be construed as mutually exclusi ve

concepts. Teachers ' centers are known for the.tr di versity; no single or

simple definition i s likely to define even a few centers.

C. The Teachers ' Centers Exchange.

Since 1975 the Teachers ' Centers Exchange, housed at the Far West Lab-

oratory for Educational Research and Developmeht, has served the vari ety of

teachers ' centers in thi s country by faci litating an exchange of experti se
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a

among' those, working in centers. Th'is haS been accomplished largely by re-S

sponding to individual requests for information about centers; spotlighting

and cirCulati hg information, ideas., and themes related to teachers' centers,

and arranging for meetings among teachers' center people and those who wish

to learn about, with; and from them. Thej Exchange has beenupplorted by the

National Institute Df Education, United States Department of Education, a-nd

conti nues to serve as the only organization whith is avai lable for assistance

to al 1 teachers' centers wi thout regard to thei r poli cal or fiscal affili a-

ti on or to thei r phi losophi cal orientation. Included in the network faci lita-

ted by the Exchange are teachers' centers which began with support from the

United States Department of Education, centers which are suppctrted by local

.

school ditricts; centers supported by \universities, and centers which are

supported thro pri vate means.

D. Organization and Implementation of the Reiearch Pro ram.

42- When the National 'Institute of Education deci ded to conduc research that

would focus on exemplary practices in experienced teachers' centers, they

turned to the Exchange to assist them in this task, and to manage a program of

Awards for.Research on Experienced Teachers' Centers. The program, which

began in 1979, was coordinated by the Teachers' Centers Exchange, the Exchange

'staff. servi ng as the staff of the research project. The i ntent of the program

was to provide small awards for research i n ,whi ch teachers' center practi tioners

would collaborate with researchers to develop knowledge bout practice in

teachers' centers.. It was believed that greater access to'persons in teachers'

center could be obtained by working through the Exchange and that the Exchange \

staff could assist centers.in 'obtaining the services of researchers and ,conduc-

ting research within a relatively smal I budget. The reseacchr- was to focus

a
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upon s peel fi c i nterests or concerns of those operati ng or otherwi se supporting

centers.

The. Exchange sought the advice of teachers' cent.ers practitioners,'ex-

perienced researchers with an interest i n staff development, representati ves

-

of the orgahized profession, staff of state ducation agencies, and U.S. De-
*.

partment of Education Teacher centerS Program staff in developing a list of-
t

6

suggested research' topics. Four topic areas were defined:

I.: Studies 'of the effects of participation in teachers' centers

programs.

2. Studi es .of teachers ' center(s) progCams.

3. Studies of decision making in teachers' centers.

4. S.tudies of the relationship of teachers' centers with other staff

development programs, school district actirities, or pith the

la rge r communi ty.

A description of these suggested areas of research was included in the

Announcement. of AwardS for Research on Experienced' Teachers' Centers. /the

first Ahnouncement of Awards was distributed to approximately 300 people.

People also learned of the avai labi lity of these awards through.notification

i n several publications ncludi ng the Bul letin of the Teachers ' .Centers

Exchange. The Announcement stressed that the four identified areas for

research were only suggestions and applicants were encouraged to request

support for research in other areas as well.

There were four rounds of competition for awacds. A total of 55 proposals

were recei ved by the project staff; 14 were funded'. A list of al 1 proposa ls

recei ved for each of the four rounds , i ncludi ng i nfo.rmati oh about which were

..funded, is infiluded a's Appendix A to this report.

In- order to obtain reviewers for the proposals three sources were tapped:

the National Education Association, the American Federation of Teachers, and



the Teachers ' Centers Exchange'. Each of these sourtes nominated potential

readers, and from those li sts a' total of 25 revi ewers were selected. Thei r cre-

denti a ls included research experience and/or experience in di recti ng or servi ng

on the staff of teachers ' centers. A li st of al 1 readers and thei r affili ati on

is included as ApRendi x B. Appli cants were i nformed through the Grarits Announce-
.

ment that- revieWer assessments would be important Considerations in the deci-

sion maki ng pro-cess, but that final decisions would be made by the staff of

the research program.

Revi ewers were asked to comment on propos,als on the basis of,, four cri-

teria: (I) si gni fi cance of the pro osed research for teachers' centers; (2)

quality of the proposed study; (3) adequacy of the site in whi,ch research wi I

be conducted; and (4) quali fi cations of the prOpOsed staff. Then reviewers

were to indi cate One of five categori es in which they would place 'the *pro-

posal:

a. An outstandi ng proposal which should .,be siTpported above

almost all others.

b.. A strong proposal ,that should be supported i f mi nor re-

visions are made..

c. A proposal of average quali ty that may be supportedas

it i nv,esti.gates an important topic.

d. A proposal of poor qua li ty which should not be supported

without 'changes.

e. A proposal which should not be funded under 'any condi ti on.

Thvis procedure helped the Exchange staff i denti fy important aspects of

proposals, and to. identify outstandi ng proposals. ,(The Proppsa) Revi ew Form

is included as Appendix C.)

'Al 1 proposers were sent copi es of r-evi ewers' comments (wi th names de-
.

leted). This was helpful for successful proposers because they could i den-
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ti fy areas in which they could improve their proposed research activity.

More importantly, unsuccessful proposers were given specific infomation

about hat reviewers did not like about their proposals. In every case,

these reviewer comments were accompanied by a letter indic ing why the

program staff 'had decided not to support the propoSal i n that Round, and
_

(with the exception of the last Round) were given specific s.uggestions as

to how they mi'ght improve their proposal-so that it wol.d be successful in

a later Round.

In summary, four Rounds of 'competition were ',announced rom April 1979

through NOvember 1980. A total of 55 proposals. were,. recel ved and reviewed

by field readers representing the research community, the teachers center

network, and the o'rganized profession. Fourtee,n proposals were funded; the

average amount of support was $18,200: °A short summary of each project

(written by each projects' staff) is included as Appendix D of this report.

Copies of the full final reports from all 14sprojects- are available fran

the Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development, 1855 Folsom

Street, .San Fn-ancisco, CA 94103.

E. The Synthesis Conference.

In January, 1982 a meeting was convened at the Wingspread Conference

Center in Racine, Wisconsin, co-sponsored by the Johnson Foundation and the

Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development. Each of the

14 research projects was represented by at least one teachers' center par-

ticipant and a researcher who collaborated with,that project. The Teachers'

Centers Exchange staff, two members of their Advisory Committee, and an NIE

representati ve also partici pated. Although part of the meeti ng was spent i n

review of the 14 project results, the main portion of ,the meeti ng focused on



issues of col laborati ve research, i ssues of methodology, a discussion of stra-

tegies for continuing the research perspective in centers, and the benefits

obtained by involving teacher and center staff in research.

This conference served to synthesize the 14 research projects, to stimulate

researchers' and practitioners' thinking and talking around issues of common

concern, and to identify areas in which further research seems warranted.

Comments from participants in the Wingspread Conference are included in this

report, and many of the conversitions are reported in SectiOn IV of this report.

The conference was uniformly praised as an important opportunity to share

research results and di scuss issues; i t was especi al ly valuable in prepari ng

thi s report.

The remainder of this report consists of a view of other research related

teachers' centers, an analysis of the substantive results of the 14 research

efforts supported through this program, some commentary on collaborative research

effort's, and an identification of some implications of the research results

.
from the 14 projects.
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II. RELATED RESEARCH ON TEACHERS' CENTERS

A. Introduction.

Teachers centers are a relative ly recent phenomenon and conceptions of

centers are sti 1 1 evolvi ng. Efforts to study centers have been disparate and

compli cated by a number of factors. These include limi ted monies to support

research in the centers, the limitations i n methodology needed to study centers,

the fact that researchers in uni ve rs iti es and research centers have been mi ni-,

mal ly i nvol ved in teachers' center efforts and an understandable complex of

legal/political issues attendant to -the evolution of these centers whith has

preempted empi ri ca 1 study.

The literature on i nservice education needs to be interwoven wi th and

_
related To the liter-ature on teachers' centers. Gi ven the paucity of research

i nto I nservi ce educati on i n general, it is not surpri si ng that there has been

but mi nimal i nqui ry i nto teachers' centers. This condition underscores the

importance of the 14 projects reported i n this study. They represent not only

some of the earliest research, but some of the fi rst research- conducted by

persons di rectly i nvolved in centers.

Little or no research has been done on teacher centers from

those who di rect the centers in local school di stri cts.

What little has been done was conducted by uni ve ty-based

persons or persons from large corporate-type complexes...

(Harty, 1981)

Thus, i n this revi ew of research we wi 1 1 exami ne studi es and major re-

views of studi es of i nservice education that have implications for teachers'

centers general ly. Also, i ncluded i n this general revi ew wi 1 1 be some atten-

tion to research on effecti ve schools, research on adu lt learning, and re-

search on change efforts in education "as they relate to teachers ' centers.

Fol lowi ng this we review research on both inservice education and teachers'



centers which addresses some of the specific topics selected for study in the

14 projects included in this report., Included here will be brief reviews of

the literature on governance, needs assessment, the role of the principal in

continuing education efforts, and the interaction of key people in teachers'

center endeavors.

Bc. Research on Inservice Education Related to Teachers' Centers.

One of the most commonly cited reviews of the general i nservice litera-

ture was conducted by Gordon Lawrence (1974). Lawrence analyzed 97 studies

which met his criteria for research. His review of the general inservice

terature suggested the fol lowi ng :

o School-based programs in which teachers partici pate as helpers

to each other and planners of inservice activities tend to have
greater success in accompli shing thei r objectives than do pro-

grams which are conducted by colleges or other outside person-

nel without the assistance of, teachers.

o Inservice education programs that place the teacher in active
roles (constructing and generating materials, ideas, and be-
havior) are more likely to accomplish their objectives than

.
are programs that place the teacher in a receptive role.

o Teachers are more likely to benefit from inservice programs

in which they can choose goals and activities for themselves
as contrasted with programs in which the goals and activities

are preplanned.

o Self-initiated and self-directed training are seldom used in
inservice education programs, but this pattern is associated
with successful accomplishment of program goals.

Lawrence's summary strongly supports characteristics of teachers' centers

which the 14 studies 'also report as important. The active involvement of

teachers in a variety of professional development activities appears to be the

essence of,teachers' centers. The potency of teachers assisting other teachers

is commonly acknowledged in teachers' centers studies and is highlighted for

example, in the research undertaken in the St. Louis Metropolitan Teacher
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Center. A number of the 14 research projects stress' using the teachers'

knowledge anii experience in the resolution of problems; the study in the

Chicago Teachers' Center examines one procedure for doing this in some detail.

A recent large-scale surveY undertaken by Yarger, Howey, and Joyce (1980)

also lends support to many of the practices reported as helpful in the 14 pro-

jects. Thei r survey was designed to study the experiences, attitudes, and

opinions about inservice education of almost 4000 teachers, some 1200 com-

munity respondents and some 250 professors of teacher education. Yarger et al

concluded that inservice education appears to be constrained in both quantity

'and quali ty. Inservi ce is, in operational terms, a largely undi fferenti ated

concept for many people who either provide inservice or participate in it.

This is to' say that for a great nurnber of people thei r experi ence ,wi th inservi ce

edUcation is no more than a workshop or a course. Participants in this study

very rarely reported classroom follow-up or individually-directed forms of

continuing education. This is not to say that teachers in the study were not

able to articulate a variety of needs and interests; they were able to describe

a range of possible inservice activities. Common criticisms of inservice are

not so much that the content is irrelevant per se but rather that it often

occurs at the wrong time, i.n the wrong place, and is engaged in with the wrong

people.

It is going to be necessary in the future to access a much

wider variety of need areas than have traditionally been taped.

Teachers have multi-dimensional concerns about their profes-

sional lives that clearly transcend the typical needs assess-

ment instrument and/or process. They are concerned about

their own growth as professionals and as human beiings, they

are concerned about options for becomi ng i nvolved i n i nserv-

ice education, they have many suggestions for selecting in-

structors for inservice programs and preferences concerning

deli very options. Teachers can be di scrimi nati ng on a wide

variety of topics, and these must all be accounted for in any

initiation and development efforts for inservice programs.

(Yarger, Howey, and Joyce, 1980)
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This survey is consonant with findings reported in the 14 projects. For

example, in the Ferguson Teachers Center it was found that standardized

forms can be utilized to bring teachers together around general topics of,

i nterest and concern, but the abi lity to uncover more fundaniental concerns and

problems of teachers and to work with them developmentally over time requires

a variety of more personal diagnostic approaches. The efficacy of various

i nformal assessments of teachers ' i ntersts and cOncerns was articulated i n

several of the 14 projects even though this was not their major focus. These

studies begin to reveal more clearly how the center envi ronment itself, the

manner i n which center staffers i nteract with teachers both\i niti al ly and i n

an ongoing way, ahd the ability to fom networks of teachers outside the
Ni

center all contribute to a clearer vision of the needs and,interests of teachers.

Joyce and Showers (1981) reviewed a number of teacher traing studies,

both pre- and inservice, and concluded that more intensive and powerful in-

terventions are needed in many .sitUations if teachers are to fundaMentally

alter their practices. These investigators outline a four step approach to

inservice education. The first phase emphasizes the presentation of under-

girding theory with a clear description of goals and the skill strategy in

which the teacher will be involved. These verbal and written abstractions

are not enough however. For in the next phase Joyce and Showers call for

model li ng Or demonstration of ski 1 ls either li ve or through the use of video

tapes. They go on to support the Yarger et al. ;(1980) research and empha-

size'the need for follow-up and practice in actual classroom settings. In-

cluded in this practice are both structured and open-ended feedback. Final-

ly, they suggest that further coaching of a follow-up nature is likely needed.

The teachers' centers studies conducted in Brookline and Oakland both
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i
I lo<trdte how center% can assist teachers to Llarify thet r own conceptions

or Lheorh, ot trac.iting 1.11(1 !aiming. It woul(1 dppear then that. tri exempldry

center there is an emphasis not only on theory but on theory grounded in

practice and related speci fica 1 ly to indi vi dua 1 teacher behavi ors. Simi larly,

it,would appear that there is a modelling of behaviors in teachers' centers

that is not apparentn most other interVice education activities. In many

centers, multiple examples of how to construct curriculum are available and
-

personal needs can be accommodated. However, there doe§---nbt-seem -to

be much evidence that center personnel have been able to follow-up effectively

in school settings. For example, i n the ItUdy of "active-staffing" i n. the

Chicago center, little success is reported i n terms of fol low-up with teach-

ers in the classroom. Given limited resources the follow-up problem is un-

derstandable. It is possible that the only way extensive school-focused forms

of inservice can occur is brpreparing school-based personnel in teachers ' cen-

ters to work further with teachers in their own classrooms, such as was re-

ported in the Charlotte project.

In 1980, Howey .revi ewed both the research and non-research li terature re-
,

lative to inservice education in the western European countries participating

i.n ,an inservice project sponsored by. the Organization for Economic Cooperation

and Development (OECD). This extensi ve review of.'the literature suggested some

of the following attributes of effective inservice education efforts:

1. :Interactions between the teacher as a person, the teacher as a

learner, and the teacher at the school s ite are al 1 gi ven con-

si derati on.

2. Interactions between organizational change, curiicular change,

and individual teacher change are considered and are incorporated

into planning for inservice.

3. Teachers are i ntegral ly i nvo 1 ved i n every facet of the planni n

implementation and evaluation process.

1.
-a_ IL)
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4. Attention is not only gi ven to i ndi viduals, but to key functioni ng.

groups and even enti re school faculties.

5. Regardless of the number of teachers i nvolved however, indi vi dua 1

di fferences are accomModated.

6. There is conti nuity in the i nservice'. The process i s often. an

i ncremental or developmental one.

7. There are opportunities for reflection as well as practi,ce.

8. Inservice is often synonomous wi th experimentation or problem

solvi ng tied to the dai ly i nstructional tasks of the teacher;

it is di fferentiated frail teaching i n many cases only by its

i ntent and the type of,.. examination or shari ng among teachers

that takes place later.

.This set of ad hoc characteristics provides but a partial explanation for

success in different types of inservice education acti viti es . Nonetheless, the

impli cations for and congruence wi th activi ties in teachers ' centers Is obvi ous.

One of the -ingredients i n Many successful center efforts is the soci al dimension

n center acti vi ties; tne---acknowledcpment of the teacher as person as wel 1 as

learner. The..i nformal and col legi al -riature of many of the efforts undertaken

i n teachers' centers appears to fulfi 1 1 teachers ' need for Soci-al ._interact ion

and personal vali dation. Whi le one cannot be sure of the extent to whi ch ---

di fferent centers attempt to exami ne. and take into account the organization

and curri cular changes in speci fic schools , there have been some efforts in

this di recti on. The study undertaken at the School Resource- Network in Ventura

clearly i 1 lustrates the problems of a center attempti ng to work with an en-

ti re school faculty.

Inservice education and staff development activi ties, whether conducted

in the teachers' center or at a school , are less successfG1 f insufficient

attention is paid to either the personal characteri stics of teachers or the

' context i n whi ch those teachers work. Both the research on adult learni ng and

the research on effective schools reinforce these clues as to what constitutes
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effective inservice education. In a recent study of school success and staff

development., for exumple, Lit.t.le (1981) identified ,t.wo powerful norms which

appearto characterize successful schools. One of these is the notiOh of

collegiality and cooperation. In this orientation the instruction of stud-ents'

i s a shared responsibility and not somethi ng whi ch i s Undertaken pri amri ly by

indiyiduals in the isolation of their classrooms. The second norili is the .

belief that the acquisition of knowledge and practice is .(1 continuous and

never-endi ng endeavor. -This cal ls for ongoi ng janalysis,, evaluation, and

experimentation in the classroom. According to Little,, a school hich reflects

these two nOrms Would'haVe the fo 1 1 owi ng characteri stics :

1. Frequent talk'among teachers, about the practice of teaching.

Z. Frequent observation of theiaractice of teaching by 'One anOther.

3. Teachers working together in planning for and cOnducting their in-

struction.
I

4. Teachers actively learning from one another.

These characteristics pf a. successful' schobl, as identified by Little also

appear to he characteristics of an effective teachers' center. It would appear

that the physical properties of a center accommodate the type of cooperation

and i nteracti on found i n successful schools . The .des irabi 1 i ty of teachers be-

ing able to actively learn from and with one.another is reported in anumber

, of the studies on teachers' centers. It is likely that for many teachers .the

environment of the teacher center is a stark contrast to the more isolated and

nog-collegial environment of the school in which they work.

G 'ffin (1982) in discussing the I.D.E.A. Study of school ,change (which

investigates 18 schools over a five-year period) shares a perspective similar

to'Little's. He uotes Bentsen (1974) in notin-g that those schools which were

most receptive tO than had a number of observable and related processes oc-



curri ng. She label led them: di alogue, decision making,ttion, and evaluation:

These acti vi ties were be li eyed to be central to the abi.li ty to effect des i red

changes. A related fi nding'is that it appeared both necessary and desi rab le

for teachers and admi ni strators to ,work together on identi fyi ng problems

mutual i nterest, Or concern. was equal ly important that they believed that.

the resolution to these problems resided wi thin themselves and thei r own envi rOn-

ment.

This is a considerable departure from the "outside-i n" or a reli'ance-upon-

experts approach to sol vi ng problems. Those research projects that exami ned

characteristics of teachers ' center partici pants found some consensus about

who usual ly partici pates in center efforts. , These teachers tend to be repec-

ti ve , they seek alternatives , and i f they are not satisfied wi th thei r present

res,nditi on they tend to work wi th others in the resolution of those problems.

There i s a siMi lari ty here Wi th the fi ndi ngs reported by Gri ffi n and Li ttle.

The "acti ve staffi ng" approach articu lated i n the Chi cagO study undersc,ores

the importance of placi ng a large share of the responsibility for the resolu-

ti on of problems or movement i n new di rettions. upon teachers themsel yes.

,These studi es suggest a confluence of general pri nci ples undergi rdl ng
a

successful i nser_vice education, effecti ve schools , and exemplary teachers'

centers. The confluence can be carried further by\ ncludi ng accepted pri nci -

p les of adult . learryi ng. For example, in a recent revi\ew of principles of

adult learni ng a number of condi tions that prdmote learni ng by adults were

i denti fi ed. These include:

r, o Adults wi 11 commi t to learni ng-something when the goals and objec-
ti ves of the i nservice are consi dered realistic and important to
learn; that is, job-related and perceived as havi ng i mmedi ate utility .

o Adults wil.l readi ly learn, retai n, and use what they percei ve to be
relative, to both thei r personal and professional needs.
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0 Adult learning' K og0,-involved. learning a new skill, technique,

or concept. may promae d positive or negative.view of self. There

is always fear of external judgment that adults are less than ade-

quate., which produces anxiety during new learning situations such

as those, presented (often in inservice programs). Adults may come

to any learning experience with a wide %range, of previous experiences,

knowledge , ski 1 ls , self-direction , i nterest , i kompetence, Indi vi d-

ual i zation therefore is as appropriate for ad-u-lts as-Children.

o Adults _want to be the originators of their own :learning; that is, in-

vol4ed in selection of objectives, content, activities, and assess-

. ments in inservice education. And,finally Adult learning is enhanced

by behaviors that demonstrate respect, trust, and concern for the

learner. (Wood and Thompson, 1980).

There is little need to further elabrate on thee enabling conditions.

They permeate the 14 projects i n terms of practices and conditions that were

reported. Whi le they may appear obVious ,we S"'houid_ remind ourse I ves that they

nOnetheless are not honored in a great many staff deve1opmefft'amt4,ylties.

Conditions which faci li tate adults' learni ng general ly are one matter; ----

those behaviors and conditions that promote dimensions of psychological de-

velopment are qui te another. While the conceptions of various dimensions of

adult development, and the efforts to measure these , are sti 11 relati vely em-

bryonic, several scholars worki ng i ndependently of one another have developed

similar constructs about adults' psychological growth. In general these studies

suggest that adults move from...less di fferenti ated and di chotomous thinki ng

and less sensiti vi ty to others , to more complex and di fferenti ated reasoning

and empathic responses. Numerous studi es of teachers determi ned to ,he more

conceptually complex. suggest that these teachers demonstrate more flexibility,

empathy, and a broader rePertoi re of teaching, behaviors within th'ei r classrooms.

There have been numerous efforts to match :learning envi ronments or i n-

servi ce acti vi ties wi th teachers developmental stages in thei r profess-ional

growth. There have gilso been a -few sattempts to stimulate development to hi gher

stages. Spri nthal l (1980) has suggested some of the ingreai ents of successful
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i nservi ce acti vi ties, deri vi ng them from adult development pri nci p les . Critical

i ngredi ents in a developmental approach to fnstruction i nclude: a balance

between action and reflection, a balance between chal lenge and di ssonance on

the one hand and psychological support or4, the other, and fi nal ly, the abi ty

to engage in new and cha 1 lengi ng role-responsibi ti es.

'A careful readi ng of the reports of the 14 projects provides numerous

i.nstances of how efforts have been made to promote teacher growth thrdugh

reflection about thei r teachi ng._ It is also apparent that teachers are chal-

lenged i n comfortable, but nonetheless persi stent ways. , None. of the 14 projects

reports speci fic exdmples of teachers assumi ng markedly di ffererit roles or

responsi bi lities, but it does appear that. many of the characteristi cs tenta-
..

ti vely i dentifi ed by 8pri nthal I are found i n several of the centers that con-

,.

ducted research.,

Yet anOther area that appears to have di rect relationship and appli ca-

.4

bility to teachers' centers is the research on efforts to change schools. The

most notable of ,the change studi eS is the Widely-ci ted Rand .Change Agent Study

conducted by Berman and McLaqghli n (1975). They conducted survey research on

almost 300 federal project's operative i n school di stri cts acroSs the country

and fol lowed this up with fi el d work i n 30 of these projects. In a most en-

ghteni ng analys Sal ly*Mertens (1982) exami ned relationships between major .

fi ndi ngs in the Berman and McLaughli n study and a fecent large-scale study of

federal teacher centers (Mertens and Yarger, 198) ). Mertens. identifies

numerous fi ndi ngs 'from the Rand study that are sui5ported by the Mertens and

Yarger research.

1. Admi ni strators and teachers col laborated i n deci sions about goals

and activiti es.

2. There are,,resources that respond i n a relati vely qui ck and timely

manner to teacher-identi fi ed needs.
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3.. Hands-on activities are an essential aspect of teacher inservice.

4. Local resources , es peci al ly teachers , are employed i n i nservi ce

acti viti es.

-5. Inservice activities are frequently conducted during the course

q the instructional day.
,

6. ReSources are available to provide ongoing support and inservice

of a developmental nature.

7. There is an emphasis on classroom materials.

8. Participation is volunt,iry.
.4

9. There are multiple opportunities for information interaction among

teache rs.

-10. The teachers are viewed and respected as profes-sionals.

After.?.reviewing these and other findings from the Rand stUdy, Mertens goes

on to illustrate how the recent survey of 37 Federal Teacherr Centers corresponds

to these findings. For example; Mertens and Yarger report that these centers

place major emphasis on being able to respond qaickly to the needs of the in-

dividuals. They report over 55,000 instances of teachers being served on an

i ndtivi dual basj s. Ove r 90% of the centers provi ded materi al resources and

equipment for teachers to use on an individual basis; the majority 'of centers

al lowed for the . further production of mate ri als as we l 1.. Not only are these

. respbnses typically made rela,tively quickly and on an iridiOdual basis, but

they appear to be in many situations a di rect response to teachers' requests. _

Mertens and Yarger reRort that more than half of the 1500 workshops, courses

and semi nars which they reviewed i n thei study were developed i n this fashion.

The Rand study suggested that teachers frequently resiSted outside con-

sultants, often because they lacked sufficient information to address teachers'

specific needs and problems, nor could they be counted upon to follow-up at a

later date. The Mertens and Yarger survey revealed that more than hal; of the
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eachers' center acti vitieS appear to be faci li-tated eithery. practicing

;classroom teachers or by teachers' center staff who had recent experience in

c lassroom teachi ng.

Mertens commentS' that many teachers' centers are able to provide materiq,?

support, emphasize materials development, rely on voluntary participation, fa--

cilitate the aforementioned soci al i nteracti on and-problem so lvi ng, and at the

,same time respect the di gnitY and p-rofessionalism of teachers. She indicates

ttiat the activities of the federally-funded teachercenters paralle.,1 the s'ic-

-

cessful change-oriented schools in the Rand study. One major- di sconti nutty

between findings communicated by the Rand StUdy and-those suggested i n the

Yarger-Mertehs studyis that' professional learning is a ;long-term, often

non-1 i near process. The data i-n,the Mertens and Yarger report, suggest that

.whi le a long term approach is commonly a goal for those who staff teacher

centers, many activities sponsored by centers. and many teachers who parti-
.

ci,pate in -center. apparently do so on a much more sporadic and short-term
0

basis. Several of, the 14 projects included i n this report do indi cate a

commitment to a lohg-term, developmental. approach.

4%
.

There are additional findings of general interest in the Mertens -and

Yarger-study:- It appears.that manY staff members of teachers' centers, in

addition..to their one-on-one and smal 1 group consultation roles, also fre-

quently engage in wtiat is basically a brokerage role. If they, are not able

-A
fLOA) l' teaChers ' reques tthemse lves they fi nd other teachers who can.

Almost two-thirds of the centers in the Mertens and Yarger study reportthat

-they .asSist teachers 1 n this match-maki ng manner. The 'most common resource

that is allocated is another teacher. Another important finding relati ve to

- both group.and individual.octivities undertaken in tbe centers is the priority
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placed on the i nstructional _needs of students. These investi gators report

that almost 75% of the activities in the center had this'goal as.a focus.

Topics which ,could be construed as pore general and professional in nature,

scucii as leadership training, or personal issues Such as teacher stress or per-

sonal fulfi 1 lment acti vi ti es simply were not common i n the centers that were

studied. Thus,'one'could conclude from these data that, given ttie opportunity

to determine their own agen.da, teachers most often wanted activities that

translate into improved instruction in their classrooms.

Thisconcludes our brief review of the research on inservice education as

it relates to teachers' centers. .At this time we turn oour attention to the

.exi-sti'ng research on some of the specific topics studied in the 14 projects

included in this report.

C. The Role and Relationship of Principals to Teacher Inservice

and Teachers' Centers.

Certainly the data from the Change Agent Study is not limited to those

findi.ngs selected by Mertens as consistent with teachers' center acti vities:

* For example;, both the field.work and survey analysis undetaken in the Rand

Study suggest that teacher commitment ,was strongly i nfluenced by the moti vati on

of di stri.ct managers. The attitudes and behaviors of those p.-key admi nistra-

ti ve roles i n the districts about proposed changes were a defi nite si gnal to

teachers .ps to how seriously they in turn should take the proposed project.

McLaughlin and Marsh (1978) indicated that their field work provided numerous

examples of teachers who, in fact, supported a.,project but who decided not to

%put thei r efforts i nto it because they percei ved the di stri ct . admi ni strators

werp not interested. They cite the sentiment of one of the respondents on

thi s matte r:

c
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The superintendent had better, believe ih the project--giving
it his personal backing and support. Teacher confidence is
essential; teachers should see in the beginning tht top ad-
ministration believe in the project and are committed to it.

McLaughlin and Marsh state the following about the role of the principal:

The Rand research sets the role of the principal as instructional .
leader in the context of strengthening the school improvement
process through team building and problem solving in a "project-

like" context. It suggests that principals need to give clear
messages that teachers may take responsibility for thei r own -two-.

fessional .growth. The results also emphasize the importance )f
principals and school district leadership giving special atten-
ti on to the task of conti nuat i on of teacher change and innovation

at the school. Administrative involvement includes early support
for the conti nuati on phase of the innovation cycle, admi ni strati ve
participation during the implementation of the innovation, and
attention to the organization as well as financial considerations
for prooram continuation.

While teachers' centers are not necessarily promoting an innovation per

se, the importance of how principals perceive these centers, especially relative

to the professional growth of teachers, appears to be very important. It is

1.1-

likely that for many teachers at least relatively clear messages frOm thse

principal are necessary if they are to partici pate in the kinds of ongoing

development desi red in so many centers. A recent study by Stal ngs (1981) ex-

amined the relationship between school policy, practice, leadership style, and

teacher and student attitude and behavior. Fi ndi ngs simi lar to the Rand Study

evolved. 'This study was conducted in a number of high schools in the San Fran-

cisco Bay Area; data were obtained through interviews, questionnaires, and

first-hand observations. Major findings were: _In schools with more supportive

principals, more teachers implemented the training program. Likewise, in schools

where policies and rules were clear and consistent, more teachers changed their

classroom behavior as recommended. These data support the importance of the

expectations of bui 1 di ng pri nci pals for teachers ' professional grov6h, and the

clarity and consistency with which these are expressed.
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.r

In a recent case study Judith Warisen Little provides'a picture of a prin---

cipal who ..conceives staff development as integral to school improvement.

Little describes in some detail how the principal initiated a major staff

development project focusing on mastery learning:

At the outset participation in the project required an agreement

from both the principal and at least 75% of the faculty to par-

ticipate not only on a weekly basis but over a three year period.

Thus, from the very beginning the principal and teachers made a

commitment to a venture that was percei ved as very important in

nature. Second, there was, a clear expression of what was expeC-

ted in terms of the principal's role in this project. The prin-

cipal in this school was trained to serve as a resource person
and to observe the progress of mastery learning in teachers'

classrooms and give advice and assist where needed. Third, time

was built in for the gradual mastery of new ideas and the prac-

tice of new ski 1 ls. The weekly i nservice sessions were designed

to introduce new ideas sequentially over time and to allow dis-'

cussion. about ideas before they were translated into practice.

The weekly inservice sessions engaged school staff under the

demonstrable leadership of the principal in an incremental

fashion. Finally, the teacher and principal worked together
routi nely i n the classroom i n a col laborative way. (Li ttle , 1982)

This particular situation represents one elementary school with a strong

commi tment to col laborative staff development. Obvi ously, schools and admi ni-

strati ve relationships vary.dramatically. Nonetheless it is apparent that the

,role of the school administrator relative to teacher growth need not be limited

to that of gate-keeper and that a variety of instructional leadership roles are,

in fah, possible. While there has not been a great deal of research about

the role of or perceptions of roles of pri nci pals in support of teachers' cen-

ters, there has been some work done in this area. One of the mOre recent

studies was undertaken by Salley (1981) in the Newark Teacher Center. A

questionaire survey.of some 65 principals indicated strong support for the

activities of the Newark Teacher.Center. These principals indicated that" .

programs sponsored by the center were of value to them i n thei r school.

: About a third of the principals in this survey strongly'agreed that there were.
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positive changes in teachers in their schools as a result of participation in

the Newark Center and further that there was a greater sharing of ideas and

--materials among teachers in their school.

These data_ conflict somewhat with a study conducted by Zigarmi and Zigarmi

(1979). They i denti fi ed concerns voiced by'admi ni strators about teachers'

centers. A major concern.was that teachers' centers might undemine established

administrative patterns and policies and that a --Center could facilitate change

that is not largely under control of the person who has major administrative

responsibi li ties at the bui 1 di ng level.

The conflicting data then underscore the importance of further pursuing

the effect of princi pals support of teacher centers.

D. Assessment of Teachers' Needs and Interests.

As the related research reviewed earlier has indicated, teacher involvement
'c

i n makipg deci sions about thei r own conti nui ng educati on appears to be wi de ly

- endorse and re lated to the extent to whi ch teachers wi 1 1 effecti vely' partici pate

in inse vice education activities. Exactly how decisions are most effectively

and eff ciently made relati-ve to the inservice education of teachers and the

. _

exact r les teachers might play in this process is far less clear, however.

One way

teachers

to approach this matter is to examine the type and degree of concerns

have'. Research in this domain has been undertaken by Gene Hall and

his associate t the Research and Development Center for Teacher Education,
at the thiversity of Texas. They have developed a Concerns-Based Adoption

Model (C AM); their research with the diagno!'tir tools they have developed has

implicatOns fOr the assessment of teachers' ne,ds. This research has examined

the degre
le and type of concern manifested by teachers about different forms of

innovatin. TyPes of concerns are placed on a hierarchy beginning with simple

u
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awareness and extending to more sophisticated types of concerns which involve

the collaboration of others and the reformulation of problems. A related

aspect,of this research attempts to diagnose the extent to which people actually

use specific innovations and a parallel typology identifying levels of use has

evolved from this inquiry. This research, while focusing on innovations, has

direct implications for designiqg staff development programs.

Yarger et al*: (1980), in their study of inservice practices and policies,

approached the question of needs assessment from a variety of perspectives.

They report that teachers, teacher educators.of a variety of types, and in-

terested citizens concur in many respects aboutthe needs of teachers. .For

exampIe:there is no argument from any of these parties that teachers should

assume a preeminent role in the needs assessment process. Teacher educators

generally don't perceive the variety of roles that teachers might assume in

aCtually providing inserVice education; alternatively,.teachers see a someWhat

More limited role for teacher educators than teacher educators themselves

desire. Nonetheless, both parties valde what each other'can,contribute to

, the process of continuing education. There also seems' to be some question by

those within the education profession as to just what role those in the community

might contribute to the governance of inservice education. However, those

community members vrtic4,pating in the study report they would like more in-

_

.
volvement than they presently have in---diCisions

'Perhaps the major finding in this study, however, is that the diagnosis of!

teachers interests and needs must extend beyond ascertaining what the content,

at a general leVel, of.inservice education should be. Effective assessment

Procedures must address the questions of where and when And with whom ald

under what-conditions continuing education should -occur. It appea'rs that the

involvement of teachers in deterMining programs of inservice has a long way to
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go in many situatio.ns.

A recent.s1irvey by Christensen (1981) also addressed the question of

what type of Instruction or inservice activity teachers preferred. These

data support the Yarger et survey and s-uggest that a variety of instruc-
,

tional formats are desired, depending upon the purposes of the inservice

vity. It seems apparent that teachers have for too long and too. often en-

gaged almost eXclusively in workshop or course formats which were not con-

ducive to the goals they were seeking to achieve.

- In another recent study, Byrd (1981) explored the extent to which there

was agreement among different role groups about the content of inservice
1

teacher education. Employi ng a survey methodology, Byrd exami ned the percep-

tions of teachers, 'teacher educators, and school administrators. One of Byrd's

primary findings was that administrators and teacher educators tended to per-

cei ve the need for greater ski 11 development and awareness on-the part of

teachers in a greater variety of areas than teachers terided to. acknowledge.

Surveys of this type again underscore the need to reconci le differences in

percept:ion about priorities for continuing teacher education. Since teachers'

centers respond primari ly to the perceptions of teachers , data such as these

suggest .that occasional ly these needs and interests be exami ned i n the li ght

of needs and goals identified by other key persons in the teachers' immediate

en vi ronment . Certai n y, une ca-nmakethec-a-se- forde_velopi ng certai n a cti

ties, for teachers on the basis of data acquired by,first hand observation in

the classroom. Howey (1979) described a number of exemplary district inservice

programs in the United States and documented how in certain instances teams of

educational personnel observed the teacher and students in the classropm as a

means of setting goals for that teacher's inservice education. While this pro-
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cess may be either too costlyor too supervisory for some teachers' centers, it

nonetheless might be offered as a service teachers would value--provi di ng neutral

and collegially-oriented observations by center staffers rather than by colleagues

or administrators in the teacher's school.

In summary, the state of the art of determi ni ng priorities for teacher e's

S.

continuing education is perhaps best summed up by the authors of,a study con-

ducted by a Phi Delta Kappa commission. They surveyed existing staff develop.:

ment program's in an effort to determine what inservice opportunities are cur-

rently being offered to teachers and to learn something of the quality of

those pr:ograms. The authors of this study concluded:

Fi rst, systems with successful programs make a genuine effort to

identify all local needs, wants, or problems that might possibly

be met through effective inservice. It is important that this

determination not be made unilaterally by an administrator; super- ,

visor, or outsTaT expert. Suggesttons from outsiders are accept-

able, but the successful program emphasizes suggestions from those'

who are jnservice recipients. To identify local needs, ideas are ,

drawn from a great variety of sources. Methods of obtaining input

range from suggestion boxes in the corridors to formal survey con-

ducted by private consulting firms. Some combination of formal and

informal solicitation is probably best, but it should emphasize the

the views of sources inside the system. (King, Hayes, and Newman,

1977).

The variety of approaches to assessing teachers' needs and interests ex-

amined and reported in the 14 studies supports the need for a variety of ap-

proaches and provides furtherdata about how various types of individual and

__groups of teache'rs' concerns are revealed.

a

E. Governance and Collaboration

The study of federallY-supported teachers',-centers conducted by Mertens

and Yarger also provided data about the governance and staffing patterns of

tedchers' centers. Policy boards 'in these tenters (with an average member-

ship of 21 persons ) hove apparently functioned both effecti vely and relati vely
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efficiently. Teachers in most instances represent more than a simple majority

on these boar0s as requi red by federal legislation. While the poli cy boards

gre very concerned with project management--40 percent of these boards' decisions

are characterized as focusing upon this toptcthe boards also invested consider-

able time in program matters. Approximately one-thi rd of the decisions by

these federally-supported teachers' center boards were characterized as being

concerned with program matters. These, center policy boards commonly set broad

poli cygui deli nes and at the same time are able toinvolve themselves in day-

to-:day operational decisions. In summary, it would appear from this study

that teachers ' majori ty partici pati on i n governance ..of 'centers has facilitated

achievement of their goals.

One can readi ly see plat questions reg'arding governancehow/resources

are to be spent--are in many respects rejated to questions regarding the

assessment of teacher needs, fo-r inservice. Hauserman (1977) has identified

a typology of power bases, uti li zed in .ins'ervice training, especially in gover-
, 4

nance arrangements. The type of power bases he identifies tnclude coerciye,

legal , referrent, and reward. Teachers' 4centers would generally fall under

the referrent form of governance, which suggests that needs must emerge 'from

the clients and that a cooperati ve approach is the type Of decision-making

that should be employed for inservice education. Hauserman's typology iS

one way of conCeptualizing different types of governance ,structures. Using

this typology one can compare 'teachers' centers wi th other types of decision-

' making about teachers' continuing education.

One of the 14 studies in this report was done by a center in which there

was i ntensi ve communi ty i nvol vement. The type of ,communi ty pa rti ci pat i on

th'atiscis most desirable, feasible, and efficaci ous in planning for teacher
,

improvement'ts a relati vely unstudied area. However, there is one m'ajor study
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of governance arrangements involvi ng those in a lo6a1 school connuni ty workfrig

c losely wi th teachers i n deci sions about conti nui ng education.' The' Urban/Rural

School DevelOpment Program was ini tiated in the early 1970s in 25 of this

country's poorest commUni ties, where school chi ldren were achievi ng at extremely

low levels. This program gave the responsibility for maki ng decisions about

the 'use of federal moni es' to School, CoMmuni ty Counci ls wi th approximately
4

equal representation between educators and lay persons in the comuni ty. An

C.

evaluation of this national program at the conclusion of five years suggested

the followi ng:'

1. School communi ty counci ls, wi th approximately equal representation

of school offici nly teachers--and commUni ty people can be

established and' 6an achieve pari ty i n'istructure and operation in

maki ng decisions about i nservice eduation.

2. The work of such counci ls , through shared decision maki ng by the

main parties affected, has a posi ti ve effect on morale in the di s-

trict; improVes the vari ety, quantitY,' and quali ty of i'nservi ce

education; and, where the evidence is avai lable, leads to better

learning by students.

3. The communities, after six years and fermi nation of federal sup-

port; are tryi ng to carry on and to incorporate the experimental

work into the regular schbol programs. (Joyce, 1978)

In summary then , studi es of governance of teachers' inservice education

have been relati vely rare to this poi nt. However, the studi es that have been

conducted are provocati ve. There ;appears to be a very. interesting cOntrast'

between strong teacher participation in governance and more tradi tional ad-

mi nistrati ve forms of decision maki ng about i nservice. But the possibi ty

of modi fyi ng the governance structure i n the other di rection--to i nclude the

more extensi ve i nvol vement of those in the communi ty--raises interesti ng

questions as wel 1. For example, i n a si gni ficant study of parental i nvo 1 vement

by Becker a ,number of years ago i t was found that teachers, tended to react to

forms of parent partici pati on i n ways that preserved thei r own control and



status in the institution. The extent to which this finding would hold today

is unclear. So the question of, how teachers can suine,greater control over

theiT own continuing education andstill work in a manner that is responsive

and responsible to the public .(or those whom the public has designated as

legally responsible for admristering schools) is a question that is central

to the evolution of teachers' 'centers, and certainly one which deserves more

study.

We conclude this section where we began. Research into the continuing
417.

education of teachers is not extensive and that into teachers' centers even

less so. Nonetheless, much of what has been reportethin studies that have

examined common pr,actices and have solicited the perceptions &rid preferences

of those associated with inservice education tends to support those practices

that characterize;many teachers' centers today. This is not to say that we do

not have much to learn in terns of what exactly takes place in teachers' centers,

let alone how to ipprove them', further. The research conducted in the 14 prb-

jects is significant in several respects. Fir$t, it addresses some majorlaps

in the previous literature. For example, needs assessment, the involvement

of key administrators, the effect of various governan6e structures, and the',

characteristics of different types of teachers' networks as features of teach-

ers' centers have been studied\little. Second, the 14 studies are significant

in that they have involved teachers themselves ill various aspects of the research

process and thus reflect a new fom inqui ry as wel 1 as inqui ry i nto largely

udstudied questions. We hope that thi rief review of related research win

provide an appropriate perspective for understanding the research conducted

in the 14 projects.
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III. RESULTS FROM FOURTEEN RESEARCH PROJECTS: ANALYS,IS AND SUMMARY

This Section of the report briefly describes general findings from the 14

. -

nesearch projects; summaries.written by each projects' staff are included in

Appendi x D. The research findi ngs are discussed. i ri terms of major themes and

related questions across the various projects. Although they could be organized

in a variety of ways, we have chosen to discuss them in terms of the following

general tropi cs:

(A) Characte*stics of participants (and non-participants)

-94B) Responding to individual teacher requests for help outside the center

(C) Interacting with teachers in the center

(D) , Teachers' center relations with other key Persons

(E) Assessing teachers' concerns and needs

(F) Teachers' centers governance

Before we summarize data from the various projects, we _should say a few words

about the research methodologies employed in these studies. Both quantitative

and qualitative techniques were used, often in a single research project. For

example, in the' study undertaken at the Northwest Staff Development Center,

qualitative techniques including clinical interviews and document analyses

were combined with descriptive quantitative analyses of the characteristics of

center particirpants. HoWever, given the emphasis on collaboration in these

studies, it was common to employ qualitative data collection techniques that

/incorporated a variety of perspectives. This was accomplished through what

can becharacterized as ethnographic methodologies, These relatively in-depth

approaches, while allowing the investigators to gain multiple insights into

individual teachers' centers, obviously do not allow for generalizations about

teachers' centers collectively. This does not'detract from the importance of
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these i nqui ries.. These more fi ne-grai ned portraits of speci fic practices and

types of participants in thachezlienters can' be examined alongside the picture

that evolves froni`.surveys of policies and practices across mariy centers (such

as the Yarger and Mertens study revi ewed i n Secti on I I) . Both forms of research

are.needed and in many ways they complement each other. Certainly there is a

need at this time -:or well conceived descriptive analyses of teachers' centers

practice and characteri,stics.

A. Characteristics of Participants.

Three of the projects examined the characteristics of teachers who partici,

pate in centers. The centers were the Teachers' Active Learning Center in Oak-

. land, California, the Teacher Center, Brookline; and Project RISE in Colchester,

Connecticut.. There were some important differences in the data generated in

these three studtes. In the case of the Brookline and Oaqand studies, the

collaborative research teams concluded that there were no important demographic

or philosophical differences between teachers who took advantage of those

'centers ' services and acti viti es and Brook line, and Oak land teachers i n general .

(The one difference was' that.eretnentary, school teachers tend d to use both

centers more' than secondary school teachers.) A major fibdihg_from both

Oak land and Brook li ne is that the centers serve as an imiiortant source of in-

formation and a valued place for professional and personal growth for all

types of teachers. Even.when centers are characterized by a belief system or

set of values as to how both chi ldren and adults best learn, they nonetheless',

accommodate teachers who di ffer in thei r conceptions about thei r, own as we.11

as their students' learnings: Further, these-centers do not seem to be more
.,

attracti ye' to teachers as characterized by age, gender, .or any other demova-

phic data. (This was not the situation, however, in C-onnecticut; we will

speak to those data shortly.)
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In Oakland, the research team interviewed frequent Users of their Center

i n an effort to 'gai n i nsights ,that .cou 1 d be used i n planni ng. Thei r selected

sample of teachers was drawn to approximate a cross-section of actual users

(which they had documented over the years). These documentation records indi-

cated th-at frequent users of the center closely rese?riled 'a cross-section of

teachers in the Oakland Publit Shools in terms of such factori as a9e , neigh-

borhood; ethnicity, and years of experience. The ratio of elemehtary to second-

ary school teachers who used_ the-Center was approximately three to one.

One of the most 'i nteresti ng, fi ndi ngs i n the Oak land study i S how the

teachers' views of teaching and learning in their classroom (as revealed i n

the in-depth interviews) tended to correspond with the way.these teacheri de-

scribed changes in their own professional development. For example, an empha-

sis on interrelated, multiple aspects of the child was associated with a similar

multi-faceted view of their own growth and development. On the other hand

teachers who saw learning in the olassroom to. be largely a consistent and

orderly coverage of subjeCt matter, tended to speak of their own growth in

terns of seeking more and more information. The Center was perceived as equal-

ly valuable by teachers hav'ing these quite different orientations.. Favorable

assessments of the Center-appear to stem from the fact that the,%Center was able

to accommodate these,differences.

This ftnding underscores the responsive and individually-oriented nature

of many teachers' centO.s including those in Oakland, Brookline,. and Colchester.

While staff at these Centers have the expressed goal of stimulating teachers

toward more.conceptually complex thinking and-tmching over time, they also

accept teachers' own contexts and offer immedi ate and practical help.'

The description of "active staffing" that emerges from the research project

at_the. Chicago Teacher's' Center provi des an excel lent description of: how ex-
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perienced teachers' center staff move from a responsive posture, attending to

e,immedi ate needs, to a longer-term, developmental type of i nteracti on wi th teachers
,`

.This is an important contribution to the literature for it clearly i 1 lustrates

how a center can be more than an ad hoc collection of indi vidual ly-oriented

acti vitt-es:

Onlike the Oakland stlidy, the Brookline and Colchester studies contrasted

users of .the center with non-users. Does some special subset of teachers,

recognized by certatA4de'plogical or socio-demdgraphic characteristics, use a

center more than other ,groups?- The answer iS apparently no. Although there
c0-1

are differences in participation of secondary and elementary school teachers,

*on. al 1 other cha.ractej'isics . parti ci pantSppear quite simi lar, including the
I '

ways in which they view children and curriculum. Again, It appears that an
.1

effective center (interviewees in the three studies unfformly stated their

centers were effec..tive) is able to actommodate a variety of teachers. The

'studies do raise questions as to Whether and how centers affect teachers'

attitudes and perceptions over, time.

The major purpose of the sfudy in Connecticut was to examine the percep-

tions of teachers tn a small sample stratified by gender, experience, and de-

gree of Ce ter use. Teachers were identified as frequent users, occasional
.;

users, or non-users. The focus of the study waS an examination of these teach-

ers' beliefs about inservice eduntion generally, and the RISE (Regional In-

service Education) Center specifically. Sor.rie basic differences were found

between those teachers who frequently participated in tenter activities and

those who chpse not to. This should not be interpreted as meaning that the

Center is unabletd-accommodate basic difrences among teachers, but rather

that there were some common characteristiccs of those who chose to use t_he_. -
, ^

Cellter. For example, frequent users tende-ct-to.speak of inservice education in

'4 u
43.".



terms of a human growth ori entoti on, wh.i,le non-users talked about inservice.

p.

education i n terms of repai ri ng defici ency. Somewlfat surpri si ngly, frequent

users apeared to be less s'ati sfi ed with thei r present teachi ng roles- and/or

assi gnments than those who di d not use the Center.

Some commonali ties di d emerge between users and non-users. Four example,

the need for control and a des i re for respect permeated al 1 i ntervi ews. The

primary i nvesti gator writes: " . . . Underneath these ernpassioned expressions

is the broader, more powerful i ssue of control; i n one's .personal d6ve lopmental
,

growth; in one 's .c lassroom/school ; in one's personal li fe." lfk major theme in

the findi ngs of thi s investigati on concerns contrbl and teachers ' feeli ngs of

power and powerlessness.
-

A number of contextual Jactors -may help exPlal n the apparent contradi ction

between the Brookline and Oakland studies and the Col chester study. ProjV

RISE i s a separate project 'servi ng teachers i n ni ne smal 1 rural di stri cts.

The teachers ' centers i n Brook li ne and 0-ak land both were embedded in a single

larger urban di stri ct. In both of these latter si tuations , accessibi ty to

the center was relati vely easy. One assumes that, gi ven the resources of a

large di stri ct and a large urban area, the teachers i n Bt;Ookli ne and Oak land

had the opportuni ty to engage i n a wi der vari ety of i ns rvice or staff develop-

ment acti vi ties. . In contrast, the subs tanti al rnajoril of al 1 three types of

teachers in Connecti cut equated curri culum developmeli't with the selecti on of

.

cornmerci al textboo4, suggesting a li mi ted pri or i d/ol.vment wi th curri culum

development.'

The di ssati sfacti on wi th teaching, which appeared so promi nent jn the .

Conhecti cut study, may also be attributable to /the research-methodology em-
t

ployed at that site. The phenomenologi cal nethodology interprets situations

4'
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.Within the subject's context. This means that it is likely to uncover con-

cerns that other methods of inqui ry cannot perceive. -
'Whether the dissatisfaction of these teachers is more related to' a set- of

conditions in rural eastern Connecticut or to the methodology used ts unclear.

but the suggestion that hi ghly dissatisfied teachers would gravitate to a,

specific teachers' center is provocative. Among other things, this SuggestS

that teachers needing psychological support for thei r work may- seek that sup-

port from a Center that exists outside the bounds of the district with which

their frustration tends to be associated.

B. Responding to Individual Teacher R,equests Outside the Center.
-

) e--:

Two centers\e"Kaffprned the manner in whi ch indi vi dual teacher1requ.ests for

i nservice education outside the center were provided. These two' cenfers were

the St. Louis Metropolitan Teacher Center a,nd the Northwest Staff Development

Cooperative in Livonia, Michigan. In the Livonia Center individualized services

included forms of assistance that were requested di rectly by teachers or admin-
.1

istrators by using a "Request for Services" form. These forms were di stributed

io each Of approximately 100 schools in the seven districts served by.the

Center. More than 2000 requests for some form of i ndi vi duali zed aSsistance

had been received by the Center in the three years prior to the study. The

research project focused on characteristics of teachers who requested i ndi vidual

services, the types of services they requested, and their perceptions of the .

effects of those services. 'eventy,-eight percent of those teachers intervi ewed

indicated that they hsad considerable control over their own learni ng` and pro-

fessional development; almost 85%, thought .thei r involvement with the Center

had made a substanti ve different in their classroom. It .is interesting to

note that 83% of those interviewed i ndicated they intended to stay in teaching
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unti 1 ret)rement: perhaps this is a condi ti on re rated to the Mi chi gan context.

Or possibly i t suggests that teachers who request i ndi vi duali zed servi ces are
,

more' sciti sfied with their careers, a lthovgh this is not tested. The Li vnoni a

data do not reveal what other teachers i n that area i.ntend wi th regard to thei r

careers. Further research i nto the relationshi p of acti vi ti es selected and

certai n teacher characteristics could be helpful.

Other fi ndi ngs i n the Li voni a study include the importance of a teach-

ers' center advocate i n a school bui 1 di ng. This advocate may be a teacher, an

administ.rator, or a speci a li st. Informal networki ng evolved among recipients

of i ndi viduali zed services or awards from the Center' when an advocate was

present in the bui 1 di ng.'

The data on the populari ty and impact of these awards are important.

Many scho.ol di stri cts have limi ted financi al resources avai 1 able for profes-

sional development programs. Further, there is i ncreasi ngly a conception of

district-sponsored staff development as synonymous with. bui l di nglevel , school

improvement efforts, and these programs have more poli ti cal appeal than those

which are more indi vi dually oriented. There is a very real danger .then that

i ndi vi dua li zed servi ce programs wi 1 1 be seen as a fril 1. Howeve r, as the

study conducted at the School Resource Network i n Ventura-, Cali forni a demon-

.

strated, indi vi dua 1 teacher needs and &mcerns have to be attended to, as wel 1

as school-Wide col lecti ve ones, or enthusi asm for the col lecti ve approach wi 11

quickly wane. Certai nly, there. wi l always be effecti ve teachers who struggle

to mai ntain their enthusiasm; and competence within re lati vely i neffecti ve

schools. The Li,voni a study demonstrates the possibility of a school di strict

supporti ng some form of i ndi vidualized staff development with relati vely little

cost and effort. Most of the services provided by the Li voni a Center were -in

the form of monetary awards that rarely exceeded $50.00. this seeths a bargain
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price to pay for the sense of empowerment reported by teachers served by the

Center.

The literature is replete with testimony that teachers are more likely

to employ ,ideas and materials if they had a role in their development. In the

St. Louis Center the research focused upon a Minigrant Pr Ogram that provided

funds up to $750.00 for individual teachers to use in developing a wide vari ety

of classroom-oriented projects. An in-depth analysis of approximately 50 mi ni-

awards was conducted. Interviews with partici,pants revealed several interesting

findings. Teachers did make extensive use of products and ideas they developed.

And they were able to develop projects that had implications going beyon-d the

classroom to the enti re bui 1 di ng, and i n some i nstances, the enti re di stri ct.

As would be expected, teachers who were given money and support reported high .

levels of satisfaction and a sense of accomplishment. Also not surprisingly,

they developed projects anchored in the realities of their classroom and

responsive to the needs and interests of their students. PerhaRs most important,

hoWever, is the strong suggestion that teachers can, 4Ideed, influence change

and i nnovati on i n other classrooms, as wel 1 as thei r own, through projects

they design at minimal costs.

One teacher, for example, developed a project that was eventual ly uti-

lized by teachers throughout her 'district. The projet was not.in'itially

intended for use by others, but it was adopted by othe teachers because of

the qua li ty and uti lity of the fi nal 'product. A brief quote from the teacher

who develpped this project provides some insight into the kind of pride and

dedication teacheirs felt:

I'm sort of, I guess what you would cal,l an old-fashioned

teacher. When I go into something like this I like to approach it
with some kind of a beginning and end in mind. And I not only saw

the bpginning and end in my own mind, but I saw it happen in the
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book we drew up. It's a nice little packet, I think: I' be i n-

terested if it's used; I really feel very satisfied. ,

C. Interacting with Teachers in the Center.

One type of i nteracti on between staff and parti[ci pants was exami ned i n

some detail at the Chicago Teachers Center. That staff refers to the inter-

actions as acti ve staffing. The acti ve staffing process is a developmental

one in which four distinct phases occur. In the first phase, an emphasis is

placed on developing rapport and respect', whi le at the same time responding to

the expressed needs or concerns of the teacher. In the second phase, the staff

member probes more deeply to helii clarify underlying reasons for the manifest

request or visit to the Center. It is during this stage that the focus for

further mutual inqui ry is generated. The thi rd phase of the process moves

into joint problem solving procedures in which a variety of resolution strategies

are employed. Finally, there is a critical follow-through stage in which

teachers' center staff are either involved in the teachers' classroom or the

teachers remain in contact with Center staff at the Center. The focus here 'is

on specific' classroom outcomes. Throughout these four phases there is an em-

phasis on mutual responsibi lity for growth. That is, the teacher increasingly

has to assume responsibi l<tty for thinki ng cri ti cal ly about teachi ng and learn-

i ng and the meaning Of his or her classroom activities; the staff person has

to use his or her experience to know when to pull out knowledge from that

teachers' experience and when to insert new insights and challenges.

This concept of active staffing was documented.through extensive obser-

vations of one staff member worki ng wi th teachers. Detai led logs were kept

as the primary data base for the study. Various interview and questionnai re

data were also used.
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At' the Workshop Center for Open Education (WCOE) at City College of New

York, the staff also assume a very actiVe and S'ophisticated role in their

interactions with teachers. However, the research in this instance used the

canplex physical setting of the center As the focus for inqui ry. Just as

active staffi.ng leads a teacher to move beyond immediate problenis to a more

reflectiye analysis of his or her teaching, the physical setting of a center
r-

ca'n also' have a profound influence on teachers' professional thi-nking and

decisions to change the way they work. "Interpenetration of use" and "density

of setting" are terms employed to define and explain how teachers become

involved in and contribute to the Center over time.

Interviews in this study revealed that participants in the Center were

keenly aware, of a great deal of prior activity,,exploration, and thinking on

the part of other teachers, which had been incorporated into the center's rich

phys'ical setting. They saw how the learning experiences of other teacher had

resulted in learning materials for their own classrooms and for the Center.

These myriad resouces, however, were not simply a collection of curiosities or

,a random display of completed wor1c. They were invariably perceived as part of

'an integrated concept of how children and adults learn. As one teacher canmented:

Well, I would have to say that the
created, organized . . . I mean, I

approach. I think the Center does
chological thing when you walk in
together.

atmosphere was deliberately
don't think it's a haphazard
give you a visual plus a psy-
here. It's not just flung

Partici pants in the Center reported networks or connecti ons between di f-

ferent aspects of the setting and how different persons and groups sed the

Center,. They employed these connections to create new possibi li ties and uses

for themselves. Through activi,ties such as browsing,, observation, and various

.workshops using hands-on materials, the density and richness of the setting
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continued to evolve. Materials and resources were not only presented in a-

bundance Wit in ,interesting and often unexpected, juxtaposition. The WCOE re-

search team has provided a provocative initial inquiry into how the physical

enVi ronment of a center can stimulate the professional thinking of teachers.

A third, related-study-was conducted-at the Philadelphia Teacher Parent

Center. This Center assists teachers in constructing a variety*of resources

forrthei r ,classrooms. The staff of the Center employ machines and tools and

design kits to assist teachers, parents, and aides in making instructional

materials and educational furniture. The research team asked a sample of

center partici,pants how the items each had produced in the Center were valued

and used over time, in classrooms. They concluded that things teachers made

in the Center were used frequently, and often for relatively long periods of

time. Further, new uses for items emerged and physical settings of classrooms

were transformed through the ingenuity and creativity of teachers inspired and

helped by Center staff.

leathers tended to make almost twice as many items as they had planned or

anticipated when they first came to the Center. Not just the raw materials,

but the physical context of the Center, and the ways in which the Center staff

assisted participants, influenced teachers. Although some of the items con-

structed were the participants' original idea (18%), the great majority of

participants were persuaded, either by the staff or by one of the many displays

in the Center, to make something different from their original intent.

As was the case at WCOE in New York and at the Chicago Teachers' Center,

the Philadelphia research project describes and validates a physical setting

that is educative by design and a staff who probe beneath teachers presenting

problems. The question of how envi ronmental context enhances teachers' peronal
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angi professional growth and leads to alterations in their own classrooms is an

intriguing one.

D. Teachers' Centers and Other Key Persons.

One of the most important persons with whom a teacher works is the build-.

-lig-principal. The role of pie principal in making schools effective has been

demonstrated to be critical. Yet the relationship between teachers and principals

varies widely frail teacher tO te'acher and from one building to:another. There

Is a common perception that there has been a reduction in the sphere of influence

of penci pals. as a result of the in-crease in teacher acti vi sm, 'es peci al ly

through col lecti ve bargaini ng. One of the areas i n whi ch teachers 'have exerted

more influence has been their own continuing education. Since staff .developtnent

has traditionally been controlled by local administrators (and to some extent

colleges and universities), the teachers' center movement has the potential

for further strai ni ng relationshi ps between teachers and admini strators.

Thus, the study of the roles principals assume relative toteacher involvement

in teachers' centers is important.

Working with centers in AlbeMarle, North Caroli na and Atlanta, Georgi a,

a collaborative research team contluded that, teachers frequently participate

in Center 'activities with no overt support from their principals. On the

other hand, they concluded that lack of endorsement by principals' can

strain teacher participation in the Centers. The perceptions of teachers

about thei r principals' s'upport of the Center are important, especi ally si nce

it appears that in many situations principals rePort they are m6re supportive

than teachers believe them to be. This suggests a More explicit role for the

principal relative to centers, albeit one that respects the principal's own,

inservice agenda. Most principals seemed to feel the center had little ,to



offer in service to their own agendas. for\teacher improvement. Perhaps centers

\
should do more to interpret their programs\to principals.

a
While principals at times are importarit sources of information about

1.

Center activities, this research project co\ cluded that the most common and

important source of support and endorsement 's word-of-mouth among teachers.

This perception is also supported by the rés arch conducted at the Northwest

Staff Development Cooperati ve. In Li voni a, amost a quarter of the respond-.

ents reported that principals encouraged them \ito participate in Center acti-

vities, although in a great.many situations principals did not provide such

support or even have knowledge of the possibi lities offered by the Center.

Again, the appropriate role of principals in teachers' center activities

is not clear. Certainly their unrestrained endorsement may not be what is

most desi rab le . For example, one teacher in the Albemarle/At Tanta study re-

ported:

Sometimes it is the kiss of death if the principal suggests
,that the Teacher Center is a possible place for teacher im-

provement.

One mi ght speculate that pri nci pa ls are a greater potentfal force for

constrai ni ng teachers' involvement than they are for enabling it. Whatever

the situation, given the critical role of principals in schooling, certainly

more study is warranted in this area.

A research team in Charlotte, North Carolina collaborated in a study'of

how the Charlotte/Mecklenberg Teachi,ng Learning 'Center (TLC) was used and

supported by 85 Coordinating Teachers, each assigned to one school in the

district, as a non-supervisory helper and consultant to teachers. This

study reinforced previous experience that there are fundamental di fferences

between elementary and secondary teachers', use of teachers' centers. In
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this specific situation, ele entary school Coordinating Teachers assumed-more

of an advisory, role in working alongside teachers on matters of curriculum and

instruction, whi le those assi gned to secondary schools saw themselves as mana-

gers and subject matter experts.

The Coordinating Teachers who assumed the advisory role tended to draw

ori the Center frequently to assist teachers i n thei r bui 1 di ngs, whi le those

working with secondary teachers did not. Thus, school context as well as

role orientation can affect the participation of key personS in a center.

However, the study found actual teacher attendance at the Center is faci li-

tated primari ly by other teachers . This i nvesti gati on i lustrates the myriad

. relationships that can exist between a center and other agencies within a

district. In this particular situation, if the Center were to attempt to

make its services .more attracti ve to the secondary school Coordi nating

' Teachers (and secondary teachers), it might run the risk of compromising

its attractiveness to the elementary school Coordi nating Teachers. Because

other centers report that they are able to attract and satisfy a considerable

variety of teachers, more investigation may be ne.eded to identify the actual

constraints to fuller participation by the Charlotte secondary scho l teachers.

Another research project that speaks to this topic was conduCt d at. the

Education Resource Center in Chicago. That Center exists independ ntly

of any public school system and serves not only teachers but othe members

of the community as well. Their research investigated costs and benefits

of being an independent community organization. Big costs are ulnerability

of programs and staff to vicissitudes of funding and ambiguity /about iden-
i

tity--are they for teachers as professionals or for community /people as.

amateur teachers and conti nui ng learners? Organizationa 1 flOci bi lity' and
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insulation .from the constraints of the school district administration are

.benefitS identified. Thus tVie Education Resource CePter philosophy of learn-\
ing is not threatened by the dominant norms of a large, bureaucratic system,,

but they do face the imperative to alter programs as funding sources and ccm-

muni ty i nterests change. Their phi losophy thus is. sti 1 vulnerable.

When a center serves only teachers, the issues are.rnuch less complex.

Se rvi ng a wi der constituency requi res attention to the interests and needs

of, many other people with di fferi ng, educational roles. In this sense both

the public school based center in Charlotte and the community based center in

Chicago--both servi ng other constituencies besides teachers--share a simi la r

situation: being sensitive to people with varying roles results either in

multiple and flexible program focus or in a decision to serve fewer consti-

7cies.

Assessing Teachers' Concerns and Needs.

st all teachers' centers ask individual teachers what they consider

to be their own needs for professional improvement what they would like to get

from the teaa ers' center. A variety of techniques are employed. Perhaps the '-

most frequentl used proceure is simply to attend to 'what teachers say and do

while they are en aged in-aetivities. at the center. Results from the Chicago

Teachers' Center, tn\e Philadelphia Teacher Parent Center, and the CCNY Workshop

Center offer examples of how ski I led center staffers engage in a conti nui ng.

informal needs assessmen . Many centers, however, also conduct more formal

and systematic needs surveYs. Two common methods are a checklist of,possible

goals and activi ties analyze by a computer, and structured i nterviews combi ned

wi th, open-ended 1questionnai res. The Ferguson (Missouri ) Teacher Center em-

ploys a highly developed formal eeds assessment procedure. This activity
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i s bui lt i nto the annual goa l-setti ng and problem- solvi ng sCheme. of t.he school .

The col laborative resea`rch undertaken in the-Ferguson project exami ned

the results of informal interviews and contrasted these with the results from a
-

computerized check li st. The i nvesti gators focused on how particular teachers '

participation in Center activities ,was related to the needs they expressed

in the two different assessment procedures. The ihvestigators repo.rted that

the informal interviews provided rich, concrete, and individualized information

that the center staff found difficUlt to generalize and follow up on, as ts

program was geared to group, workshops or school site problem solving. The

formal checklist provided information that was more usefUl in predicting what

group ,acti vities teachers would,actually select. This research provides'

some insights into the best use of both types of procedures. The research

also reveals the'considerable effort that Must go into' either type of assess-

ment
\

in order for it to be successful. For example, they indicate how pre-

viously completed research, theoretical constructs', data from informal interviews.

. wi th teachers, as wel 1 as data on pupi ls, can be incorporated i nto the formal

surveys.

Another typeor-assessment 'activi ty was studi ed at the School Resource

Netwdrk in Ventura, California. The research team examined a scheme designed
-

for, the center staff's counseling wi yi entire school faculties at the school

site in identifying individual and schoolwi de protzlems and planning subsequent

staff development activities for the school. The procedure revolved around a

Facilitator Team--three teachers and/or administrators from other schools'who

met with the school faculty and guided them through a structu4d process.

This sbhool-based assessment process was based on the assumptibn that teachers

should be fully involved in the entire processand on a voluntary basis.
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The study revealed several interesting problems with' this rather ambitious

assssment procedure. One .of the important findings was that teachers 'perceive

or define staff development in di fferent ways. .Some teachers defined staff

development quite literally as the staff collectively working to resolve a

7-` particular problem at the school site. For others, it was seen more generically

as any activities designed to assist teachers and especially activities teachers

could use to fulfill individual needs.' These fundamental differences in per-

ceptions contributed to di f fe rent degrees, of support for the al 1-school pro-

cedure. The investigators concluded that individual as well as collective

needs must be considered. Again, the role of the school principal is critical.

The danger of this person assuming a preemptory function in the school assess-

ment process is considered i n thi s. study. The i ssue of indi vi duali zed and

i nforma 1 assessi ng of needs is not resolved by these ,studi es ; both agree it is

costly and time consuming. Both also agree that informal procedures yield

va luab le results.

F. Teachers' Centers Governance.

When the United .States Office of Education first developed regulations

for funding teachers' centers, a major concern was the governance of those

centers. In order to qualify for federal support, a center was requi red to

operate Unde/r the supervision of a policy board on which classroom teachers

constituted a majori ty. These teachers were to be representative of al 1 the

elementary and secondary classroom teachers served by the center.

Some elisting centers had such .a board; most did not. The regulation

clearly made governance and teacher control an issue, and-it was thought that

this would be a topic of strong i nterest, generating many research proposals.

yet only -two proposals were submitted on this topic; one was supported. 'Perhaps

the governance issue was not considered /to be as important as was thought.

as.
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Alternatively, the issue may Ive been settled for many centers simply.because

the regulations were so explici\t and final.

The Detroit Center for Professional 6owth and Development presented an

interesting case: for five years it had been governed by a five-member board

.
that operated by consensus and was \representative of \the teachers' union, the

school board, the- administrators organization, the lntemedi ate district, and

Wayne St5ate University. In-1980 that\Center receNiVed federal support, and a

new eleven-member board with a teacher'majority.was established. Because the

Detroit Center had kept Careful records of all board meetings, as well as

extensive documentation of Center actiVitivs, the opportunity was available

to examine the effects of the change from consensus to majority decision making.

,

Few changes i n Center procedures, were noted. The effici ency of meeti ngs

declined as it became more di ffi cult for full attendance qo be achieved.

"fReleas*e time for board members became an issue, but thi.s was the onlY. import-

ant change. Teachers' evaluations of Centerorograms were consistent over time.

Changes in prograd were attributed to shortage of' money rather than to board

policy. The board expressed the same goals as before, and attended to the

same problems. Most of/their concern was with financial support; both boards

,/

/ delegated authority flor program development to Center staff, which remained

constant When the board changed.

This situation may not be typi cal of al 1 teachers' centers ; other policy

boards may be mbre activd in program decisions. And the Detroit case may not

be illustrative of what might occur in other centers if teachers become.majority

(or minority) members of a board. But it does represent a rather surprising

fi ndi ng suggesti ng that a supervi so ry board wi ih a rnalori ty. of teachers maY

not be so very different, from a board without that majority, so long as the



: board is attenti ve to the concerns of the par i ci pants' and selects and retains

good staff.

Nonetheless, there does appear to be some relationship between the size

of the `board and the ,number of meetrngs concluded; It May also be that the

analysis was not tine-grai ned enough to di scern .mgre \\subtle but importa'nt,\
changes that occu'rred. in these Meetings. In this si t4ti on , and \likely in

Many teachers' centers , the poli cy board is prima ri ly concerned wi th, econcei c

solvenc-y and the estab,lishment of general gui delirves to i nsure. that teachers.

needs and concerns are actommodated. The basic responsibility for trans latihg
41i>

these policy decisions into programmatic terms i s left to the center di rector,

putting this person in a very critical position. This relationship between

poli cy and program is deserving of more study, as is the key role of those

di rectors who are responS ib.le for the admi nistrati on of general poli cy de-
,

'cisions.
/

This concludes our brief overvi ew of research findi ngs ,from the 14 pro-,/

jects. Their i nqui ry was supported at very modest leVels; it al lowed teams

of practi tioners and researchers to exami ne questions of importance at spe-
,,

ci fic\ centers. It would be unrealistic to expect startling new fi ndi ngs, but

many ,o'c the tentative findi ngs are provocative. It appears these collaborative ,

reSearch efforts have excellent potential , but they tare not wi thout problems.

We di sc iss this collaborative process in\ the next section.

0*

5
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A. The Nature of the Col laborati ve Research Process .

When the Announcement of Awards for support of research on experienced

teachers' centers was released i n 1978, it cal led for collaborative research.

"The intent of the prOgram is to award...subcontracts or

agreements to conduct research that is collaborative in

nature and that wi 1,1 explore exemplary practices in ex-

perienced teachers' centers. Such research should be of

direct use to those who operate or otherwise support ex-
perienced centers as well as to newer teachers' centers

which are developing programs. To accomplish this re-

search, collaboration between researchers and practition-

ers is needed. This requires the participation of staff

members and participants from experienced teachers' oen-

ters with/ a reputation for success, and the participa-

tion of Ski 1 led researchers who can col laborate wi th

these practitioners on mutually agreed-on procedures."

By intent, the exact nature of the collaboration was not clearly defined;

the expectation was that several torms _of collaboration would be propos'ed.

This tuAied out to be the case. The criteria for evaluating proposals included

reference to the "degree of collaboration between researchers and practitioners

-in ng the project appli cation, and the strength of glans for conti nui ng\

collaboration carrying out the study." Every proposal addressed -the

issue of c llaboration. la\ this section we will identify sOme of the colla7

borative ar angements that were present in the 14 r:esearch projects. Our

-intent 'is th t rea,ciers wi 11 he able to identi fy col laboratiVe me ani sms

appropriate or their own situ'ation.

'For mosd\ediAcators who have been involved in wh-at they consider sucCess-
,

,

ful collaborat Ve research, one criterion is most important: parit,/ among

the participants. For example, the Interactive Research and Development on

Teaching (IRl& DT) strategy employed by the Far West Laboratory for Educe-

;

tional Research and Development defined collaboration in this way:
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. . col laboration is viewed as teachers, researchers, ,and
trainer/developers both working with parity and assuming
equal responsibi lity to identify, inqui re into, and resolve
the problems/concerns of classroom teachers. Such collabo-
ration recognizes and utilizes the unique insights and .ski 1 ls
provided by each participant whi le, at the same time, demand-
ing that no set of capabi li ties is assigned a superior status.
It assumes a work with rather than a work on posture--the lat-
.ter, in the opinion of the authors,. being more frequently the
modus operandi when teachers are asked to join researchers or
trainers/developers in a linear research and development en-
deavor. (Tikunoff, Ward, and Griffin, 1979).

This definition of collaboration was what the Exchange had i n mind

for the teachers' centers research projects. However, there have been

several successful efforts at col laborative, fesearch in education; not al 1

of these efforts could be characterized as including the full involvement of

al 1 participants. The Institute for Research on Teaching identified five

roles that teachers might play in col laborati ve research. These included

serving as a model of teaching for researchers to analyze; servi ng as a

model and a participant,. in whi ctu teachers' behavior is observed and, in

addi tion, teachers receive feedback from the observer that in turn may lead

to reformulation of the research question, serving as a data col lector, in

which :teachers collect data and ,di scuss: d interpret the data wi th the

researcher, serving as coinvesti gator ,on the project, in which teachers

participate in al 1 stages of the research ef for , and servi ng as a practi-

tioner consultant, in which teachers describe and alyze the teaching act

and assist the researcher in formulating and conductin the research.

(Kennedy, 1979)

In the 14 research projects included i n this report, teache 3,r. teach-

ers' center staff almost always served as data col lectors, and sometim

served as co-investigators. Often other teachers or staff persons were used

'as models, as model participants, or as consultants. However, in all of the
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projects , even when pari ty was not present, col laborati ve research was

valued for one very important reason: incorporating multiple perspectives

, (researchers , teachers , and teachers ' center staff members) resulted in an

outcome that exceeded the sum of the i ndi vi dual contributi ons,

Duri ng the col laborati ve research process, researchers may be frus-

trated by the practitioners' focus on matters of immedi ate and practical

concern. Simi larly, practitioners are likely to be frustrated by research-

ers ' efforts to analyze, to go slowly i n reformulating questions , and to

be less concerned with reachi ng practical solutions early on in the research.

This struggle between the two types Of partici pants is an important one,

for it informs both, and it allows both to understand the perspecti ves of

each other. In addi ti on to the advantage of enhancing the research results

through the inclusion of perspe-cti ves of practitioners and researchers ,

collaborative research has the potential advantage of being seen as more

practical by the practitiRners who ultimately wi I I use the results. The

i ntent of the research program was to involve practitioners not only because

thei r perspecti ve was important, but because thei r inclusion i n the research

would help other teachers' center practitioners to immedi ately see the

relationshi p of the research to thei r own situations.

There was an addi tional benefit to be gained from the col laboratiVe

efforts. Through the interactions that occurred on .the research teams,

pa rti.ci pants were able to identi fy the importance of the activi ty for thei r

own professional growth. They were. able -to see other perspecti ves more

clearly, and to gain i nsights into thei r own practice (either as researchers

or as practitioners) that they would not otherwi se have seen. Duri ng the

summary conference at Wi ngspread, several partij pants attempted defini tions
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of col laborative research. These definitions reveal a vi ew of thei r research

that is s lightly di fferent in emphasis from a focus on achievi ng

richer results.

Col laborative research i s a process in which the parties i n-

vol ved work together on an equal basi s., This sounds decep-

tively simple but it's ve ry hard as we are al 1 caught up in

our personal and professional hi stories. and soci al percep-

tions of others.

It is systematic inqui ry i nto substantive, important, humanly

real issues undertaken by ski I led, flexible, creati ve research-

ers worki ng as a team wi th curi ous, knowledgeable, hones.t prac-

titioners.

I found it to be a lot like plurali stic forms of education;
that is persons of di ssimi lar background working together with

equal status on a research problem of joint "interest. Di fferent

parti ci pants may be interested (and ski l led) to different de-

grees in di fferent aspects of that research problem.

Thi s form of i nqui ry recognizes and respects the theoretical

base of practice and therefore grows from that practice and

conti nual ly returns to it in a spi ral that binds "researcher"

and "practitioner."

The key i s mutual ly benefici al .outcomes. The interaction which

evol ves thus defines col l aborati on; it i s obvious ly not just

putting people 'together. It is a process in which the strengths

of al 1 parti ci pants are drawn upon and all have a real vested

i nterest i n the outcome.

Discussions wi th those who partici pated i n these joi nt research efforts

reveal several common themes. Fi rst, there is equali ty in status i n the en-

deavor and `a respect for the di fferent contributions that each person is

able to make (rather than the notion that ach person contributes equally In

al 1 tasks). Second, dissimflarities are vi ewed positively, howeve r di fficult

...that may be, As multi ple perspecti ves that can contribute to defining the

problem, i dentifyi ng how i t can best be i nvesti gated, and i nterpreting data.

It i s inore 'than a -procedure of shared ,or di vi ded labor. ,Thi rd, col laborati on

occurs in the di al ogue between partici pants while negotiating a problem of
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mutual i nterest. Fi nal ly, the emphasis is on systematic i nqui ry. The

intent in these 14 projects was to advance knowledge about teachers' cen-

ters by insuring that the insights and reality of the practitioners was

inc-orporated into the reSearch. That there was concomitant growth by

participants should not detract from the primary purpose: generating know-

ledge to be shared i n the pub li c domain. It is, however, an important

outcome. The use of research as a vehicle for professional growth now

appears to us to be especially valuable and deserving of continuing efforts.

B. What Forms of Collaboration Occurred?

In some of the 14 projects roles were not clearly defined. Sometimes

the person identi fied as researcher and the person identi fied as teachers' /

center prdcti tioner together performed al I of the research activi ties

with equali ty of effort a.nd with equali ty of responsibility. In a few

cases, a teachers ' center staff person appeared to assume the role of

primary researcher. However, in most cases it is possible to identify 1

the roles served by the various participants. There are three broad cate-
,

gories into which role assignment in" these collaborative efforts can be

classified. The first is research projects in which a person identified-

as researcher assumed almost total' responsibility for conceptualizing the

problem, analyzing the data, and preparing the final report. A second

category include-those projects in which one person, identified as the

primary researcher, .did most of the data analysis, but relied on others to

contribute to the .data and to react to the analysis being suggested by

the researcher. Finally, there were situations in which the researchers

and practitioners worked with almost complete parity. This often involved

both teachers' center staff persons and classroom teachers (who were par:.
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tici pants in the center) as data col lectors and sometimes as participants

in the analysis process.

In seven of the projects researchers and teachers ' center practi ti on-

ers were i nvolved with almost complete pari ty. For example, in the research

project conducted at the Teaching, Learning Center in Charlotte, North Caro-

lina, a uni versi ty professor, a staff member of the center, and two Coordina-

ting Teachers met together to develop a proposal for the research. The re-

search focused on the role of the teachers' center i n working with Coordi na-

ting Teachers (di strict staff who are assigned to specific schools to

assist teachers by serving as advi sors and resource persons). When the

research was begun, a second uni versity person worked wi th the Center staff

person in planning the research tasks. COordinating Teachers worked with

this professor in learning how to conduct i ntervi ews of the type des i red,

then conducted intervi ews with other Coordi nati ng Teachers (thei r peers),

and partici pated i n the analysis. The final analysis of data involved

two uni versi ty researchers, a teachers' center staff person, and ei ght

. Coordi nating Teachers. Although final deci sions about the content of the

report rested with two, persons who served as princi pal investi gators (one

from the Center and one from the uni versity), the enti re report was read,

critiqued, and revised by al 1 parti ci pants in the research effort. This

i nvolvemeint, developed considerable support wi thin the school system, to

the point that the system continued to support the research ef fort even

after funds from the *Far West Laboratory were expended. The experi ence of

analyzi ng the importance of the Teaching Learning Center for their own

professional li ves , as revealed through intervi ews of thei r peers, contri-

buted much to the professional growth of the Coordi nating Teachers. This
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experience may be what prompted,the university researcher from this project

to comment, duri ng 'the Wi ngspread meeting:

"We're not talking about valid generalizations in this research

so much as we're talking'about reflective practices. Colla-

boration and research constitutes staff development."

And the teachers' center staff person commented:

"It is not impossible to be in a situation and to study at the

the same time. It provides a vi si on that goes beyond one's

regular orientation. It allows time to reflect. It encourages

a practical way of combining theory and practice. It gi ves a

double vision that leads to a fuller understanding of the situ-

ation."'

Similarly, the research conducted at Albemarle, North Carolina, and at

Atlanta, George, (a joint project) involved a number of people. Although a

university-based researcher served as coordinator of the entire project, he

never worked alone. The two teachers' center directors were identified as

pri ncipal investigators of the project. Each of them- also, had access to

another university-based researcher (one in Georgia and on in North Carolina)

as consultants. Other Center staff were involved in analyslis of data, and a

total of 10 teachers were trained in interview techniques and then interviewed

principals in their region. As was the Case in Charlotte, ope persion wrote

.
the final report, but this occurred only after all other involved persons

had an opportunity to critiqUe se'veral earli er versions.

In this instance and in others it was clear that although teachers were

not equipped to begin the process of research on the selected topic, they

were able to gather data in the field and to assist the'sresearchers by-pro-

viding different perspectives on the interpretation of, those da a. As a

result, they gained familiarity.with and interest in analytic a d reflective

approaches to their own teaching. At the Teacher Center in Broo line, Mass-

achusetts, a university-based researcher and the director of the teachers'

6
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center collaborated in producing the proposal submitted to the Far West

Laboratory. Before submission, they sought the advice of two teachers who

were participants in the teachers center. The crux 'of the project was a

seminar in which 12 Brookline teachers enrolled to learn research methods

and to de{sign a study comparing .the parti ci pants usi ng the Center wi th

other Brook li ne teachers.. Then they Interviewed fel low teachers, prepared

the, data in raw form, and assisted in its interpretation. However, the two

di rectors of the project (the di rector of the Center and the university

researcher) prepared the final analysis of the data. One of them wrote:

Thegreat advantage of the collaboration was in the far

richer fabrjc of ideas and concerns woven by the seminar

in the design of the interview schedule. The interview-

ing was the most stimulatirig experience for participants

although it may have suffered some by inexperience--blank

tapes, inaudible voices , leadi ng questions.. -The other

major contribution of the seminar was in developing the

coding scheme, working from the raw interview data. Again,

struggling with themes, coming to consensus, was a demand-

ing and time-consumi ng process , but ultimately more corn-.

plete than if it had only been done by the investigators.

Not only was the coding scheme jtself more thorough, the

processes of creating i t requi red' struggle and articula-

tion and reflection on the part of all the participants

about the questions of teachers' growth and learning,

leading to neW understanding.

At the Chicago' Teachers' Center, two persons were primarily responsib.le

for the research: a university-based professor\and the program coordinator

of the teachers' center. They had the advice of the di rector of the Center,

another Center staff member, three Chicago public school teachers, and a

uni versi ty-based researcher who was familiar with the work of the Center

and who had previously conducted research on teachers' centers. This is an

example of collaboration that was not as extensive as in the previous examples,

in ti;at al 1 parti ci pants in the research did not parti ci pate equal ly i n the

decisions made about the final report. Nevertheless, everyone's opinion



was valued and important to the condUct of the research.

Three other collaborative resea'rch projects are characterized by com-

plete parity among researchers and practitioners, although they did not in-

volve many other center participants. In Philadelphia a teachers' center

staff person worked qith a researcher from the central office of the Phi la-

delphi a Public Scho'olS. 'In Ferguson, Missouri , the teachers' center di rector

worked with a professor at the Uni versity of Missouri , .St. Louis. And in

Li voni a, Michigan, the Center di recthr worked with a staff member at the

Institute for Research on Teaching at Michigan State Uni versity. Tn all

'
three cases, the proposal was written by both parties, both participated in

data col fection, and both participated in preparation of the. final report.

Teachers' center staff persons in Philadelphia contribitted to the data col-

lection. In Ferguson, Missouri , a fesearch associate from the school dis-

trict participated in the project. And i n Livonia several teachers col-

laborated as interviewers. Their roles were never as extensi ve as in some

of the prevTously mentioned projects, but one point stands out among the

three projects: a practitioner and a researcher worked thgether, with com-
.

plete_sharing of responsibility, toward a common' goal.

.
In three other projects one person assumed a primary role of coordina-

.

ting the research and shepherdi ng it through to a final product. Neverthe-

less, collaboration was present throughout all three efforts. At the TeaCh-

ers' Active Learning Center in Oakland, Cali forni a, the di rector of the

Center served as the principal investigator of the project. She relied

heavily upon the advice of a res'earcher from the Educational Testing Service

for design of the interview schedules and for analyzing the consequent

data. A team of three staff members of the Center and four teachers trite,r-
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viewed other teachers. This required training in interview techniques,

conducting the interviews, and interpreting them so th'at common ti(emes could

be identified. In this project a teachers' center practitioner possessed

research skills, but sought advice in two different directions: from an

experienced researcber and from participants in the Center she directed.

This was because she realized that the perspectives of both the researcher

and the practitioners would be necessary to inform her research, and to give

lt depth and meaning.

How important is it for a person operating in one domain to undertake a

task in-another? A consultant to the Oakland project wrote the following in

a letter to the-Exchange following the Wingspread conference:

Speaking from my own,corner; I was surprised to learn how

much the collaborative relationship varied across the

studies, and how one model could not poss'ibly accommodate

all the modes of wocking that evolved. 'I was particularly

Watching out for relationships that represented role shif s

for the participants=--practitioners wh6 took on'research

tasks and perspectives', and researchers who accommodated Jto

the demands of the practitioners' context. Although I d n't

think there is a direct relationship between the ultimate

quality and value of the understanding gained from the,efth
fortand the degree to which the participants were stretched,

I do believe the issue is relevant to the question of what

is the purpose of Collaboration; It is quite difficult to

combine the acquisition -of generalized knowledge and staff

development--be that the development of the researcher or

the practifion4r.

At Project RISE (Regional Inservice Education) in Colchester, Con-

necticut, the principal investigator was primarily responsible for the research.

,He worked with a research consultant who was on the staff of the teachers'

center; both-Were experienced with phenomenological research. Six'teachers

who were participants' in the center activities were provided with three days

of training, andinterview tec.hniques. They'then interviewed a t'otal of 36
- . .



teachers in the area served by Project RISE. In this project teachers served

as data collectors, but not as full collaborators. In part this was because

phenomenological techniues require skill and experience in reducing data

to expressions of the i4erviewee's own experience. It would be extremely

difficult to train amateurs to do this in ehe limited time available.

Nevertheless, even research that is extremely complex and sophistica

can involve amateurs inithe collection of the data and can impart to them

some sense of the multiple layers of meaning that can be ga4ined from data.

A similar situatioh occurred at the Edpcation Resource Center in

Chicago. Two researcherTs worked with four t achers' center participants in

examining the unique postidn of that Center as an agency serving both the

/
community and teachers Who live in that,icommunity. They adopted this team'

ap_Koach for several reasons. They felt they needed diversity in the re-

search staff in order to understand the perspectives' of Center partici-

pantc (who represdted a very wide range of educators and community mem-

bers). They were also seeki ng to i nvesti gate di rectly the notion that prac-

titioners ' involvement in researcli_wou'ld_ result in di fferent ki nds of research/
/

fi ndi ngs--possibly more ,useful to/other practi tioners--than that produced

solely.by profe-ssional researchers-.

\
Thus they had a study wi thin ia study. They, were systematical ly in-

,

vestigatin9 the research experience of the practitioners in a ition to

studyi ng the Center -i tself. They accompli shed this by ntervi ewi ng the

practitioners before and after the experience, asking them to reflect on

their own research experience ,as part of the ongoing data collection pro-.

cess.- An.d they asked practitioners to write position statement§ before

and after the study. Thi s was supplemented by i nterviews wi th afl four

_practitioners.
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4

The final selections of the four practitioners included a fulltime

elementary school teacher in the Chicago public schools--a person of ten

years' teaching experience who lives in the neighborhood; a community mem-
,

ber who is active in local ,community and'religious rganizations; a youth

worker and community organizer in the Hispanic community; and a teacher

at the alternative high school who alsO serves as community organizer for

the Girl Scouts and who fives in the neighborhood.
, .

In writing about this experience, the two researchers commented hat

there were strengths and weaknesses in involving practitioners from diverse

backgrounds.

The strength of their subjective reactions to events can ob-
scure rather tharienhance understanding if it totally blinds

them to other perspectives. 'The use of theirown personal
experiences and personal networks for data collection can
lea& the research astray if care is not faken;to put their

\personaj experiences into a.more generaliZed framework:.
finally, the use of their naturai roles to gain entry or
build rapport can backfire if there are ,actors in the set-
ting who customarily don't share wtth peoplein these roles.

Structuring the,research so these practitioner' tendencies
don't become liabilities is essential. We found that using

a team Oproach with professional researchers and practition-

ers from many constituencies of,the setting worked to tdrn .

theSe tendencies into assets because each perspective was
constant)y assessed in the framework of-complementary per-

spectives.- We:also found that building s 1f...reflection ihto'

data collection and team analysis, helped o countervail.

detrimental effects.

Practitioner involVement in research is ot a magic key to

insight. Our preliminary study Oes indicate, however, that
practitioners do brtng resources and st les to research that
are special and can add important dimen ions to data and analy.:

sis in some kinds of studies, They can use their everyday
way of knowing and their tackgrounds t inform and enrich the

research: Care needs to'be taken, how ver, to insure that

their tendencies become contributions nd don't lead the re-

search into the nonobjective, nonrepr sentatiOnal extreme that
some might fear. . . We cannot answer whether this collabo(.ative

kind of research will ,generally result in more adequate theory

about practice or more useful resear h results,,although par-
ticipants of "the center we studied s id that resuVts were use-



ful and the process was Much more .agreeable than they expec-

ted. Certainly,the researchets and the practitioners involkted ,

will never be the same. a

There were other forMs of collaboration iy1 these projects--formS which

involvedfcenter staff much less; yet which can accurately be characterized

as collaborative. For example, the Detroit Center for ProfesSional Growth.

and Development asked a researcher who.had been working as an evaluator with

the Center to conduCt research on the change in governance at the_Center.

Data colledtion was not a coMplicated task in that all the necessaty data

were already,present in the arckives of the Center. What was necessary was

the extensive organizing and analysis of these data, and the conduct of

meetings in whi.ch Center staff were able to inform the researcher as to the

accuracy of her-interpretations. _Thus, although one person conceptualized

the study as well as gathered the data and analyzed the results, other Center

staff were acti.ve ih responding to the research plan as well as the inter-'

pretation Of data. Ceriainly this is collaboration, although it did not

always involve practitioners in collectjng and analyzing data.

At the School Resource Network in Ventura, Califotnia, the teachers'

center director and a university professor collaborated in waitingdthe propo-

sal. However, in order to avoid the,preliminary findings subtly inquencing

the Center Programming midstream in the study, Center staff were specifically

excluded from data collection and ahalysis until the Teport was completed' in

its draft form. Two teachers who hao'been partiOpants at the'Center were

enlisted as dila cdilectors,, and served as research assistants. They were

faMMar withe Center, but they n(Clonger participated in it because they

were on.leave from their "teaching positions, serving as graduate assistants

at the university. In this project, an attempt was made to infuse the res.earch
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with the practitioners' perspective while not allowing the conduct of the

research to change the direction of the Center. When the research wa's com-

pleted, the Center director arid the researcher worked closely together in\.

produc'ing a final report that reflected both.perspectives.

The intent in describing thete efforts is not io suggest that o method

o'fcollaboration is preferable, or that the equivalent involvement of larger

numbers of people will result in richer research results. The conduct of-a

particular study may require that one person take charge and that others

serve in a collaborative and_supportive role. . A member of the three-pers6

research team at the CCNY Workshop Center--all long and closely involved

with the Center but in differing roles--provides a criterion of real colla-

boration:

It worked easily because we all had a common history and

interest in the Center we Were studying. Obviously, this

sort of commonality is extremely useful in any collabora-

tive effort. The fact that we had different roles and

viewed things from different frameworks meant that there

was real collaboration and growth of those who collaborated

(which I think might be one sa'rt of measure of the extent

to which there is collaboration--no growth, lo collabora-

:tion).

This summary of the 'several..arrangements for collaborative research il-

lustrates several points. First, collaboration can assume many forms.. As

these reports illustrate, there are different types of col.laboration, but

all forms of cOlaboration, if they involve multiple perspectives, serve to

enrich research results. Second, it'is much more difficult to involve non-

researchers in collaborative research if the methodology-.is .extremely sophis-

ticated.:. Some forms of,research are more appropriate for collaboration than

others. Third, regardless of the form of Collaboration, it seems Clear that

participatton reSults,in professional growth. Teachers who served as data
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',/

collector gined new insights into their own work situation. Teachers
.

who served ap collaborators in the analysis of data were also able to con-

tribute and to gain different and new perspectives on teaching and staff

7

develppment., And those collaborators who assUmed responsibilitiy for' the

7

writing of e reports disdovered that their own conclusions ere often

mOdified and enriched by discussin their results with.other involved in
:

the acttVities being investigated efore writing their final reportS

These,are imporIant advantageS of collaborative research, :However, col-
, ,

laboration doespresent some dif iculties.

i

/

C. Observations on Some D/ifficulties Encountered in the Process.

The Rand Study of federally Supported Programs designed to induce educa-

I

tional chalges found that suc essful programs were cha'acterized by teachers'

sense of ficacy (Berman and McLaughlin, 1975). Similar confidence by
/

teachers ad teachers' cente staff that their collabloration in research is

.

,

productive and vital may alSolbe critical to the sucZess of the research.

. 7,

If their function is ,(Perhaps necessarily) limited o collection of data,

this could coMpromise their s atos'in the research/project. Beyond this
i

..

there is a real danger that t could be viewed a's the visible proxy for
i

i

the "real" researcher in questi ning or observinglother teachers. Thus, a

/ I

,

i

status diff rential rather than functional differentiation'of responSibi-

I

lities can asily occur; ff so, tif problems under study will not have equal
_____ 1

i

significand for all those involve .

At the hutset of a collaborati e project eachers and teachers'

center perso nel are likely to have ess understanding of and ownership

in the proce As one of the partic pants ai the Wingspread Conference

/

reflected:
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The practitioner Initially doesn't know how he or she
may.acquire certain skills or insights; neither does he
or she 'have anApersonal identification with producing a
research report hor the rewards internally and externally
which are associated with4t.

Additionally, there is ,the problem of overcoming the mystique teachers

associate with research. As another participant at the conference observed:

There is likely to be a real lack of claritY about what
a is involyed in something they have likely not engaged in

before. Expectations are an important factor here as well.
There is likely ,to be a, degree of cynicism on the one hand

as to what research can contribute; this is suddenly com-

bined with the opposing perceRtion that dramatic results
will now be expected from their own efforts.

Another,participant in the Wingspread conference offered'this caution:

Teachers have to be sensitized not to expect dramatic re-
sults; they must be aware that:the research process is, among
other things, a process of sharpening,questions.and genera-
ting hypotheses. Expectations should be modest. Research

can confirm the obvious (or at least what is obvious to you

if not others). It can also make what appears to be obviou's

more obvious. This is equally benefiCial. Certainly, it will

not always make the hidden or unknown clear. The expectation

cannot be one of dramatic breakthroughs.

At the outset of the collaborative effort there should be a relatively.

'clear need for coming together. Ths could be a problem or an i§sue that

bOth the practitioner and researcher view as important. Generating questions,

g4ining clarity about the problem, generating hypotheses, and selecting

methodology--all should be done within the context of the experiences of

practitioners.

Another potential problem is how to demystify research and, possibly,

the perceptions practitioners have regarding researchers. While the em-

phasis in collaborative research is often on the needs of the practitioner

(in this case teachers' center staff as well- as teadhers), it should be

,
equally obvious that the researcher also.may need understanding and some
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assistance, gspecially since he or she is also likely to be making a major

\

adaptation\

As one researcher at the Wingspread conference noted:

Researchers have.traditionally been involved in a pro-

duct-oriented, efficiency-valued activity. A researcher,

is not likely to have engaged in any form of prior col-.

laborative research, let alone with teachers involved in

substantial ways in.the process.

This emphasis on efficiency-oriented,studies should not be undenesti-

Inated in the higher education context. Practi, e-oriented, naturalistic
_

studies can be time-consuming even without involving teachers in the design

and analysis. Similarly, there is a question as to how much these studies

are valued in the salary and promotion process. Researchers and practi-

tioners both make sacrifices.

.

This mutual undertaking calls for a period of time for parties to get

to know one another and the realities of their respective situations. One

of the researchers in this program employed a strategy of bringing teachers

intb,her own environment, in a "behind-the-scenes" manner. Teachers-are-all

too familiar with the university researcher's role as authority/expert.

What may be less apparent are the less-than-glamorous daily demands made

upon professors, the difficulties they encounter in conducting research, and

the reasons for which they are valued and rewarded in their own context.

Those bringing'research skills to the collaborative process are likely

to have a limited understanding and appreciation of the holistic and dynamic

nature of a teachers' center and the considerable skill required to work,

effectively and responsively in tha:t context. Mutual respect will evolve

if the conditions for open and honest dialogue can be created; a planned ,

period of time where major participants can get to know each other in their
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own contexts has been identified as very useful.

Adequate time is essential. A topic' of mutual interest may bring the

parties together; the dialogue needed to translate this into a research

design is another matter. A rich percolation of ideas and continuing cla-

rification of the problem will not likely occur if time is short.

One teachers' center staff person commented:

I thought I knew what I wanted to know more about. I

really didn't see the problem clearly. I cannot streu
enough the importance of "making haste slowly".

A university-based researcher made a similar observation:

When I recall what the major learning was for me, it was

how really difficult it.was to share with teachers; to

work collaboratively. It took time and required me to

slow down (I was reminded of when I played competitive

chess and had to sit on my hands--literally--so as not

to make fast, foolish moves). But I was rewarded by

having their insights and their thoughtful reflection

contribute so very much to the process.

And yet another researcher recalled:

Semantics continue to frustrate communication even
among like-minded people. I. learned (once again?) that

I must continuously avoid tendencies to "short-cut" in

collecting and understanding the perceptions of others.

In summary, one should not underestimate the difficulties of collabo-

rative research and realize it is very much'an evolving process. To deal

with them, participants in these collaborative endeavoi-s recommended the

following:

1. A demystifying of research; a clarification.0 what it is

and is not, orientation in research design and'methodology

grounded in the topi to be studied, and agreement on how the

practitioner can authentically participate;

2. Sensitizing practitioners and researchers to the

realities of each others' role and context;

3. Ary opportunity'for dialogue.that fosters open sharing and in-

. teractive analysis;.

.4. Adequate time.



This list is hardly exhaustive. Other common problems encountered

included the reali7ation that there wasn't a shared interest in the problem;

the diffiCulty of sharing leadership; ensuring that there are appropriate

.resources and clerical,support; especially in data analysis and writing the

research report, and maintaining continuity when multiple parties are inVolved.

There is no simple prescription for avoiding likely difficulties in col-

laborative research. Perhaps the essential prerequisites are that there is

a commitment by both researcher and practitioner to learning more about a

specific phenomenon and a realization that there can be multiple benefits

associated with a good working'relationship.

D. Corollary Benefits of.Collaborative Research.

A theme that ran throughout the Wingspread Conference was that of the

growth-loroducing potential of collaborative research or both practitioner

and researcher. Several conference participants commented as follows:

This process dignified the teacher role. It reinforced

inquiry on the part of teachers and as finportantly it re-

inforced the notion of how knowledgeable, how theoretical

they really are. It forced all parties to communicate

clearly and to clarify'their notions. It was a. real learn-

ing experience.

I tend to believe that collaborative research is of great-

er benefit to researchers than practitioner/teachers unless

a topic groWing directly from a teacher concern is bent out

of sha0e by research requirements. Researchers so rarely

get the 'inside view" of what they study and my experience

is that it is a real eye-;opener to see how Complex,and at

the same time theoretical practice is.

I think that everyone who was involved with our.projeCt tried

very hard to.see things through the eyes of the others. The

collaboration was just excellent. ,lt has changed MP.



Involvement in any enterprise in which you are "stretched,"
in which you make difficult decisions, are faced with nitty-
gritty problems and in which you honestly look at a piece of
the world and want tb find out more about it, will contribute
to professional growth. Both teachers and researchers grow

in this process. The more the issues are related to their

own work, the more growth is noticeabl'e.

I must say that my respect for research has grown enormously...

working on this team made me feel more professional...I am more
encouraged than ever to continue my own professional growth and

to continue others to do the same...I have become a true con- -

vert! Research has come alive for,me.

The collaborative research process obviously can' provide psy-

chic support for those engaged in it and a heightened sense
of self-esteem and effectiveness (especially for teachers) as

professionals. It is also apparent that this experience has
encouraged teachers to be more reflective about what they are
doing and suggested hew ways for them to think about and, un-

Aerstand youngsters.

I am struck by the evidence that members of our team returned

to their classrooms with a different point of view than they

held before we entered into this research.

I learned much more than,I thought I would about teachers and

teaching in my district...not only ,about the focus of our study

but about their perceptions of their role and the environment

in which they work.

Mahy more examples could be provided'. Participants in each of the pro-

jects .enumerated personal benefits of one type or. another. This should not

be surprising, for it is likely true that there are elements of personal growth

in any well-conducted inquiry. The dominant theme in these initial endeavors',

however, appears to be the amended perceptions of reality gained by identi-

fying and clarifying a ptoblem with people in different roles, and the think-

.o
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ing evoked by the need to translate experience and techniques to people

unfaMiliar with them. One could anticipate that the opportunity for such

growth might be greatest in an initial collaborative effort. On the other

hand, the lessons learned over time about how to enable effective c011aboration

may promote still more growth in subsequent efforts.

It is also quite apparent that teachers involved in.these projects ac-

quired and refined skills bf formal inquiry. These are potentially useful

in their day-to-day teaching. But it is not apparent what baseline skills

practitioners need to participate fully and with a.sense of partnership in

,
the collaborative process. This, will vary considerably, depending on the

type of study conducted and the division of labor 6n the research team. It

appears, on the basis of these projects, that teachers,can-contribute sub-

stantively to the collaborative process with minimal research skills. Mul-

tiple examples of their assistance in formulating the problem, assisting in

data collection and in data analysis can be found in project reports. We

conclude that:

1. Teachers,can contribute in meaningful and multiple.ways in

the conduct of formal research with but minimal research

'training.

2. .Both teachers and researchers report growth experiences

their involvement in collaborative research, esOecially when

the conditions enumerated earlier are Oresent.

3. While collaborative expertences might be intended for the

growth of those who participate'(especially teachers), there

is nonetheless an.obligation to generate knowledge that meets'

the canons of empirical inquiry and to involve teachers ;in en-

riching such investigations.

We conclude, then, that there is a need to enhance the quality of re-

search through collaboration with practitioner's. In addition, collaborative

forms of inquiry may legitimately be pursued as a growth experience. The

r
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positive testimony of those- who participated in these collaborative research

projects suggests.how research as both an inquiry and a professional growth

activity might be structured. Well-conceived,systematic inquiry certainly

.fosters professional development.
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V. IMPLICATIONS

In Section III a,summary of results from the 14 research projects was

presented. The experienced teachers' Center practitioner Wili likely see

implications forhis or her own practice in each of those summaries. In

this section we intend to focus on those implications, emerging from the

several reportsrtaken together, that speak tO practices and principles common

to many teaChers' centers,. Research often serves to verify what the practi-

tioner already suspects from experience and.intuition. ThOse experienced

with teaChers' center work will find that to be the case for many of the

projects reported here. Their results imply how program emphases can be

determined, suggest mean,s for increasing'participation in centers, and

identify sources of support for centers.

A. Working with Individuals.

Projects that investigated participants' perceptions of teachers' centers

or some aspect of teachers' center programs all reach a common conclusion.

The most important confribution of teachers' centers is their emphasis upon

working with individual teachers over fime. It is this emphasis that most

distinguishes teachers' centers Work from other quality inservice-education

_programs. A recent major survey- of federallysupported teachers' centers

found that interaction- with individual teachers' was the keystone of teachers'

center work. They report:

Teacher centers may be most clearly distinguished from other

approaches to inservice education by the priority that is

placed on addresstng the needs of individual teachers. (Mer-,

tens and Yargee, 1981).

Mertens and Yarger refer to the tailoring of assistance to individual teach-

ert. The research sponsored in these projects support this as important and



elaborate as well On how such assistance is provided. In working with teach-

erS\, centers tend to provide a rich setting that suggests alternatives to

pretent practic They also have_staff members who can respond to and expand

teachers' varie interests. These center practitioners have a commitMent to

continuing to w rk with teachers as new concerns arise.oVer time.

These invet igations suggest that the concerns teachers initially ex-.

press are but clues to deeper interests or needs. Thus, the specific ini-'

tial requett canA:oe viewed as an entry point: The ttaff and the setting may

suggest other interests. The teacher may well realize ttlat there are other

needs bt.it not be willing to share thee until he or she it tuTe that a trust-

ing relationship exists. The teacher must believe that his or her work is,.

respected and that admitting a need is not equivalent to admitting a terious

deficiency. A sensitive staff recognizes this and graduallY encourages

expressions of other concerns. By providing a setting in which this is

possible a center is responsive.to teachers in ways that are not possible in

large-group activities.' that tend to icidress predetermined issues and reflect

more general, groupconcerns.

A teathers' center staff4should.be analytical-when teacheTs seek help.

They should.be responsive to both the initial concern and possible alter-

natives that may be valued,by the teacher.--Wheh-appropriate, .they should

encourage extended work with the teacher and recognize the developmental'

nature of many important learnings. In short, they should go beyond respond-

ing successful4 to the request and make plans for' following up on the

contact and staying in touci; with the teacher over time.

B. Providing Incentivet and Disseminating Teachers' Work.

Some centers provide financial incentives.for teachers to engage in
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individual activities. This is one way\in Which participation can be en-

couraged, and it isan important component of many center programs.

\

Financial awards- can be very important, both.for the learning oppor- /

tunities they make possible and for the Symbolic recognition they give to

teachers. In_ the face of increasingly sdarce funds for centers, it may seem

N,
incongrUdus to suggest awarding even small amounts of money toteachers for

individual purposes. But theSe awards appear to Yalidate the worth of a

teacher's work and their sense of potendy. Additionally, sinte these mone-

tary awards often esult in materials and ideaS developed within a local

context, and'by local practitioners, there is a greater possibility that

they Will be used by the teacher and his'or her colleagues.
;

_ .

The- researdh results suggeft that cenfer staff must find ways to spread
. .

.
\word of the work teachers develop in the center. This appears important

vihether teachers haveredeived-financtial supOort-for their work or not.

ecognition through dissemination also validates a teacher's efforts.: Ma-

tlerialS produced at a,center that result in structural changeS--in ways

d\assrooms are organized or instruCtion conducted-'-become centrally impOTtant

and frequently remain in.use over time. Alerting teachers to ideas that.
,

hae become form and substance in rther classrooms' vividly illustrates how

teachers investments in their co tinOng growth do make a difference in the

clagsroom.

C. Assesging Teachers' Needs.

Those projects that include an'analysis of needs assessment Methods

.in their research are also suggestive. There are advantages to different

types of needs,assessments. Different procedures yield different results,[--

not just in identifying different needS and'interests, but in itentifying
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i /
different types of needs and interests. /Centers working with entire facul-

,

ties should remember_th.a.t.the needs and/interests of individual teachers are/
.

.

. ,//
I often different from those exliresseTby the faculty as a'whole. An'import nt

implicatiOn, then, is that 'centers retain their orientation to individual

even while working. with the aggregate faculty. Much"of the basis for achers'

support of centers lies with the credibility and trust that has resulVed

from this individual work. It remains important to attend to individual as

well as group ,concerns, especially for centers that include work with entire

building staffs as part of their program.

Additionally, there appear to be benefits from informal, personalized

nee'ds assessment that are not obvious fin the assessment results themselves.

Involving staff and participants in informal sensing of leeds can yield

subtleties and insights simply not available in more formal/ procedureS.

Informal.assessment also offers the advantage of moving beybnd assessment

to joint reflection about program possibilities Thus, one imPlication of

this research is that while centers can conduct large-scale, formal -needs

assessments that yield accurate results at Tess cost, other types of assess-

ment yield a greater richness of understanding about iqdi.Vid7ls and sug-

gest actiNities that would not ave surfaced otherwise- ,

D. Developing Support for the Center.

Throughout the reports, but especially in those that-,studied sources of

support for the center, the importance of center participants encouraging

their colleagues: tb-participate in tenter activities emerges. Teachers are

, the Most important mean5 of promoting center use. Admini5trators dre also

important. They can encourage participation and they cdn create o1.12,tacles

to partUipation. A respected idministrator, by failinn to express-support,

4



may efSo be masking,.an implicit message that qenter activities are not valued.

But:it is the frequent users of the center who do most to encourage other

teachers use/ The,implication is that a focus on frequent users interacting

with infrequent or non,Users may better advertise the resources and benefits

of a center than a widespread dissemination effort. Assisting users in

helping their colleagues find wasYs to use the.center is likely a Valuable

use of ftaff time.

This'is related to our first point; by providing a quality progran that

.5.

-is responsive to individual teachers, a center will develop its most finportant

source of Core support. Although such teachers' support may not be.sufficient

to continue a center in time§ bf financial reductions, lack of this suoport

is likely to be_fatal. It's:also important (as two projects discovered) to

align the.center wifh influential:persons .within'the system who aresupportive

of the'philosophy and 'goals of the center. In'summary it is a combination

Of factorsproviding individual attention and quality programs, recognizing

the worth and work of teachers, attending in varied, creative ways to thejr

expressions of interest and need, and worKing witi-rcenter participants in

encouraging others.to use the centerthat contribute.to succes5 and,the-

contii4ed growth of a teachers' center.

a
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PROPOSALS RECEIVED

Round Successful Proposals

1. "Impact of Participation in Teacher Center Activities on Teachers

'Personal and Professional Development." Brookline Teacher Center,

Brookline, Massachusetts.

2. "The Development of a Research System for Validating the-Effective-

ness of Teacher Center Products." Teacher-Parent Center, Philadel-

phia, 'Pennsylvania.

3. "Teachers''Perceptions of the Role(s) Teachers' Centers Play in

. Their Professional Development." Teaches' Active Learning Center,

Oakland, California Public Schools.

4. "An Exploration of the Relationships Between'Setting and Use in

an Experienced Teachers' Center." Workshop Center for Open Edu-

cation, New York City.

Round I: Unsuccessful Proposals

1. "Ascertaining ProfesSional Growth of Participants in a Federally

Funded Teachers' center." Amherst Area Teachers' Center, Amherst,

Ma'ssachusetts.'

2. "The Relationship BetWeen Teacher Need Satisfaction and Partici-

pation in a Teacher Center:" Bay Shore Teacher Ceni.,'N., Bay Shore,

New York.

. "The Effect on Teachers of Participation in the Shaping of a

Teacher Center." Cincinnati'Jewish Teacher Center, Cincinnati, Ohip.

4. "Patterns of Use, Impact, and-Success at the EdOcation Resource

Center." Education Resource Center, Chicago, Illinois.

5. "The Educational Confederation: Nine Years of Decision Making."

The Educational Confederation, St. Louis, Missouri'.

6. "Determination of the Primary Role Served by a Teachers' Center,

How Teachers'Select Inservice Participation and How That Parti-

cipation is Related to Teachers' Determination of District Needs

and Personal 'Interest Goals." Ferguson-FlorissantSchool District,

Ferguson, Missouri.

7. "An AsSessment of the Training Effects of Weekly Attendance at a

Teacher Center on Ten Pre-service Student Teachers' Approaches to

Teaching in the Classroom, as Compared with Ten Student Teachers

Who Did Not'Attend." Ilunter Col.lege New York City.

8. An Analysis of Factors Affecting Local Community Support of an

Independent Teachers' Center." The Learning Exchange, Kansas City,

Missouri:
4
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9. "School-Rased Staff Development Decision-Making in Elementary and

Secondary Schools." Leon County Teacher Education Center,

Tallahassee,.Florida..'

10. "A Model for Converting Industrial Scrap Materials into Useful

Classroom Resources." North Shore Education Center, Beverly Farms,

MaSsachusetts..

"An Investigation of.the Development of Lducational Activities."

Oldham Education Center, Independence, Missouri.

12. "Programs and Participant Satisfaction: A DLscription, Comparison

and Examination of Relationships." Open Space Teacher Center, Los

Angeles, California.

13. "A Documentation and Cvaluation of .the Impact of the Pittspurgh

Teachers' Center on Student Outcomes and Professionalization of

the Teachers' Role." Pittsburgh Teachers! Center, Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania. 1

14. "A Comparative Study to Tletermine Effective Leadership PractiCes

in Experienced, Small Teachers' Centers. Resource Development

Foundation, Brattleboro, Vermont.

15. "Analysis and Evaluation of Programs at a Teachers' Resource

Center Focused on the Needs of Children Eight and Under." Seattle

Child Care Resource Center,.Seattle, Washington.

16. qTeacher Centers: A Comparison of 'Users' and 'Non-Users'."

The Teacher Center, Insight, Unlimited, New Haven, Connecticut.

17. "A Study of'The Teacher Center Experience at the Teacher Center

in Wilmette as Seen Througkthe Users' Perceptions, Use-Styles,

and Classroom Behaviors." Teacher Center, Wilmette, Illinois.

18. "A Case Study of TFAcher Center Organization and.USe: The Char-

late-Mecklenburg Teacher:Center." Charlotte-Mecklenburg Teacher

:Center, Charlotte., North Carolina, and the University of TennesSee.

19 "nevelopment of Individualized Evaluation Procedures for Teacher

Center Programs." Thunderbird Teacher Learning Center, PhoeniX,

Arizona, and the University of Arizona'.

Round II: Success'ful Proposals

"The Effects of Change in Governance Structure.on the Practices and

Outcomes of an rxperienced Teachers' Center." Detroit Center for.

Professional Growth and Development, Detroit, MichfUan.

2. "An Inquiry Into How a Xommunity Emphasis Contributes to and/or

Detracts from the Ability of a Resource Cent& to Help Imrpove Edu-

cation." Education Resource Center, Chicago, Illinois.'
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Round.II: Unsuccestful Proposals

1. "The Effects of the Training of Inservice.Teachers in the Use of

Miscue Analysis at the Auburn, Alabama Tekher Center." Auburn

University, Auburn,- Alabama.

2. "An Ethnographic Look at a Teacher Center's Impact on High'and

Low Paricipant Schools." Ferguson-Florissant Teacher.Center,

Ferguson, Missouri.

3. 'An Atsessment of the Training Effects of°Weekly Atie,ndance at a

Teacher Center on Ten Pre-Service Student Teachers: Approaches to

Teachin§,in the Classroom, as Compared with Ten Student.Teachers

Who.Did Not Attend." Hunter College, New York City.

4. "Effects of Teacher Center Participation Upon the Professional

Development of First-Time Users." Teacher Center, Wilmette,'Illinois.

Round III: SUccessful Proposals

1. "Efficacy Of Informal and Formal Needs Assessment Procedures for

4 Teacher Center Staff Development Program." Ferguson-Florissant

'Teacher Center, Ferguson, Missouri.

2. "A Phenomenological Study of User and Non-User Petteptions of a

Teacher Center and Inservice." Project RISE, Colchester, Connecticut.

3. "The St. Louis Metropolitan Teacher CenterMini-Grant Program:

A Case Study." St: Louis Metropolitan,Teacher Center, St. Unlit,'

Missouri.

4. "The Making of a Teacher Center Workshop - A Detailed Study."

SChool Resource Network, Ventura, California.

5. "An Examination of Principal§' Effect On Teachers' CeRters."

Southern_Piedmont Educational Consortium, Albemarle; North Carolina,

Atlanta Area Center for "17.4c-heirSiAtlanta, Georgla,

. Round PII: Unsuccessful Proposals

1. "The Relationship Between Teacher Self-Actualization, Organiza-

tional Climate and Participation in a 'Teacher Center." Bay Shore

Teacher Center, Bay Shdre, New York.

2. "Project COLLAB'." Connecticut Center for Personal ,and Organiza...

tional Development, Rocky Hill, Connecticut.

, 3. "A Proposal to Investigate therCritical Atpects of the Inservice

Facilitator qeam'Model." Hampshire Educational Collaborative,

Amherst, Massachusetts.
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4. "The Impact of Collaboration in Texas Teacher Centers." Urfiversity

of Houston, Houston, Texas..
P

5. "Comparative Study to Determine Effective Leadership Practices'
in Experiencemall Teacher Centers.", University of Massachusetts,

Amherst, Massadiusetts.

6. "Northwest Staff Development Center Mini-Grant Study Proposal."
Northwest Staff Development Center', Livonia, Michigan,

7. "Teacher Participatidn_in-Teacher-Center Program and Relatehahges
in Their Classroom Behavior." Pittsford Teacher Center, Pittsford, .

New .York.,

8. "An Investigation of an Exemplary Program for Working with Hard-to-
Reach Teachers." Southwest-Arkansas Teacher Center, Texarkana,

Arkansas.

9. "Consortium Models and Single District Models of Administration
for Teacher Education Centers in Florida." SouthWest Florida
Teacher Education Center, Fort .Myers, Florida.

10. "A Collaborative tudy of Teachers CentercoIndividUalization."

Workshop Center for Open Education, New York City.

R.Ound IV: Successful Proposals

1* "Analysis of Individualized Teacher Center Services." Northwest

Staff Development Center, Livonia, Michigan.

2. "A Study of the Active Staffing Process of a Teachers' Center."
Chicago TeaChers':Center:

a. "Exploring a' Teachers' Center's SuppOrt of School-Based Coordina-
ting Teachers." .Teaching Learning Center, Charlotte-Mecklenburg
Schools, Charlotte, North Carolina.

Round kV: Unsyctessful Proposals

1. "Impact of the Teachers' Center at Fairfleld's Work with Children
on the Participating Teacher's Professional growth." Teachers'

Center at Fairfield, Fairfield, Connecticut.

2. "Impact of Teacher Use of:Bibliographic Information op Classroom/

School Practice." Mid-CoaSt,Teachers' Center, Camden, Maine;

. ."A 6tudy Of the Problems and Decision-Making of Experienced
.Teacher Center Directors." New York City Teacher Centers Con-

sortium.'

4. "Th'eyalidity of Needs Assessment. Strategies"- pittsford
Teachers.' Center, Pitt%ford,

.°
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5. "Developing a Participant Typology and Examining Teacher Center

Effects on the Classroom Environment of Differing Type Partici-

pants." UPDATE Teacher Center, Stillwater Public Schools,

Stillwater, Oklahoma.

6. "Study of State Teacher Center Networking Processes." University

of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee.

7. "The Effects of Teacher Center. Involvement upon Leadership Attri-

butes of Participants." Western Montana Teacher Center, Missoula,

Moritana.

8. "The Effects of Long Term Teacher Reassignment on the Success of

a Teacher Center." Wood County Office of Education, 'Bowling Green,

Ohio.

to,
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List of Proposal Reviewers

r
1. Anne BUssis, Educational Testing Service, Princeto ,/ New Jersey.

2. Cathy Caro-Bruce, The Teachers' Workshop, Madison, Wisconsin.

3. ,Roy Edelfel, National Education Association Washington, D.9.,

4. Carolyn Fay, Indianapolis Teacher Center, Indianapolis, Indiana.

5. Sharon Feiman, Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan

6. Roslyn Herman, New York State United Teachers, Albany, New York.

7. Celia Houghton, Goddard C011ege Teachers Center, Plainfield, Vermont.

8. Kenneth Howey, University of Minnesota., Minneapol,is, Minn sota.

9. Merrita iiruska; Amherst Area Teachers' Center, Amherst, Massachusetts.

10.- Karen Kent, -Marin Teacher Learning Cooperative, San Rafael, California.

11. Howard Knopf, Atlanta Area Center for Teachers, Atlanta, Georgia.

12. Diane Lassman, The Exch ge at the Teacher Center, Minneapolis, Minnesota..

13. Robert Mai, KTEC, St. Louis, Missouri.

14. Nancy ,Mayeda, San Francisco Unified School District, San Francisco, California
4

15. Wayne Mosher, St. LoUis Metropolitan Teachers' Center, St.'Louis, Missouri..

16. Paul Nachtigal, CEMREL, Denver-,-Golorado-

17. Lloanne Nicholson, Teachers' Center -at fairfieldFairfield, Connecticut.

,

18. Aleene Niel,son, Moab Teacher Centers. Moab, Utah

19. ,;erry 01son, Chicago°1-eachers' Center, Chicago, Illinois.

20. /Vito Perrone, University of North Dakota, Grand Forks, North^ Dakota

21. E:mily Richard, The Learning Center, St. Louis, Missouri.

22, Poberta Riley, University of North Carolina; Charlotte,-North Carolina.

23. Christine San Jose:, SYracuse University; SyracuSe, New York.

24. .Marianne Schenker, Education Resourte Center, Chicago, Illinois

25. Patri.cia Zigarmi, National Staff Development Council, Oxford, Ohio
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PROPOSAL REVIEW FORM.

'RESEARCH WEXPEOENCED TEACHERS' CENTERS

ORGANtZATION/INDIVIDUAL SUBMITfING PROPOSAL:

After_you have written your coMments for the four criteria and
(OT-Facje 6)!have written your.general Jmpressions of_tbe_pror
posal, please Oftck brie of the five categorfes as listed below

dnd sfgn your name.

_

This is.4n outstanding proposal and shoUld be supported above

otherS.

This is a strong prOpOt.al and should be supported if minor re-

revisions are_m4de.'

This prdpo'sal is.of average quality but, may be supported as it

''investigptes an important topic.

l'his_propOS-al is of poor qu.'aitty and'..should not be supported.

'7 without Oianges.

This proposal should not be funded under any condition.

_

Signature:

4

Date:
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CRITERION 1: Significance of the Proposed Research for Teachers' Centers.

0

In evaluating this proposal on tfilis criterion, 1 for:

Cripents:
:

evidence of a complete and accurate :assessment of
cprrent kn wledge pertaining to the research topic.

0

to evidence t atorapos-edproject is likely to contripute
knowledge seful to feachers' centers and users. -I

s'evidenbe t[t the project will result in a cobtiriUing
-a research inteq,st anfi capability .at the proposing

center(s).

A

-



CRITERION Quality of the Rroposed Study.

CoMments:

In evaluating 'this proposal on this criterion, look for:

evidence of collaboration between researchers and
practitioners, in preparing the project application,
and the Strength of plans for continuing collaboration,
in ca,-(ying out the study.

evidence of the adequacy and appropriateness of the
design, research methods, and instruments (if any).

evidence of the likelihood Of the success of the

project.

evidence of the likelihood that results will be
available in a form accessible and usable by
teachers' centers practitioners.
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CRITERION 3: Adequacy of the Site(s) in which Research will be Conducted.

Comments:

In evaluating this proposal on this criterion, look for:

evidence of the richness of program and depth of
experience of center(s) to be'studied.

evidence of'access to necessary organizations,
groups, and individuals for study purposes.

evidence that teachers are interested in partici-
pation, if appropriate.



CRITERION 4: Qualifications of the Proposed Staff.

In evaluating this proposal for this criterion, look for

the qualifications of the proposed principal investigator

and other staff as evidenced:

by experience and previous research activity.

by the quality of the discussion and analysis of
the topic and. methodology.

,Comments:
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GENERAL IMPRESSrONS:

Please provide your general impressions of the proposal and any
additional comments you may wish to make:

a
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TEACHER TER.,. BROCKLLNE
sta HARVARD STREET BPooKLINE NV65 02146 734-1111 X31

IMPACT,OF PARTICIPATION.IN TEACHER CENTER ACTIVITIES

ON TEACHERS' PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

,Research Summary .

. This research project involved twelve Brookline public school

teachers K-12 with the Project staff in an inttrview study of 28 Teacher

Center Brookline users and.a matched sample of 12 non-users, to assess the

impact of the Teacher Center on-their growth and development. The goals of.

the project were both to carry out collaborative research with teachers and

to obtain data onthe research question. The project consisted of a research

seminar feir all participants which introduced them to research, developed an

interview instrument and a coding and data-'analysis Scheme as well as

interviews Carried out by all partitipants. Data analysis was continued in

the summer after the close of school and included only.a fraction of the

participating teachers.

'The study showed that Teacher Center users are a cross section of the

Brookline K-8 elementary school teachers in regard to age, gender, years.

Of teachin9 in Brookline,4 school in wtich they teach, Since it is often

'assumed that teachtr center participants are a certain'kind of.teacher, it

ig!..surprising to find that users and non-users describe'their professional

qves in similar terms with several Minor.exceptions. The results also

indicate that male and female teachers speak about children,and their,

relationship with children,in strikingly different terms."

Although our stPdy shows no major differences between urters and non-

users in theirdistussions of their educational philosophy or development,

this does not mean that everyone who.uses the center sharei the same belitfs

or practices. Interviews indicate users pertieve a diVersity among par-

'ticipants in approaches, beliefs and ideas. Teachers discuss the impact

of the educationaLphilosophy of the teacher tenter and it's setting on

their own ideas. They make obserVations about the community of learners who

participate, and deScribe the range of activities they find important. New

teachers describe the particular ways the center has formed their initial

teaching experience in Brookline. Further, teachers describe the contribu-

tions tO their growtn made by the centers'materials;.the resource teacher,

and the network of teachers who stimulate and support one another. Finally,

they emphasize the role of reflection, teacher designed programs, and:Ante-

grated cprriculum on their development.

The collaborative research procesS was interesting and ustful for

all participants. Teachers reported that they gained knowledge otpractical

research tkills,andthat
interviewing other teachers in the system con-

tributed to their personal and professiOnal development.

Project Director: Jeanne M. Paradise, Teacher Center Brookline

Principal Investigator: George E. Hein, Co-Director, Program Evaluation and

Research Group, Lesley College, Cambridge, MA.

This research study was funded by National Institute of Education through

the Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development.
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sg gm*?
A.REiEARCH SYSTEM AND VALIDATION OF THE
IFFECTIVENESS OF TEACHER CENTER PRODUCTS

by

Philadelphia Teacher_._Parent Center
and

Office of Research, Planning 6 Evaluation

' _SUMMARY AND coNcLuszows

The Philadelphia Teacher Parent Center project.'
was.developed to address specific questions
abOut products made in 'the Center by, teachers,
parents and aides, to develop a prototypical
xesearch med-61, and to ,publish a handbook of
the'most successful products. Questions pex.7
.taining to the products included (a) did
visitors make what they planned during the
visit to the center (b) how did.visitors to
the PTPC decide to make an item, (c) what was
the source of the designfor anitem (d) how .

the staff help in the creation of the item
(e) how was the item used, (f) was the item
effective, and (g) was the item durable.. .

The handbook, "A Teacher Center's Createit
Hits," is a direct product.of the combined
e-fforts of the PTPC staff and the research
team. A compilation of all theefOrms and
instruments developed for the research model
follows the report.

There were three major interrelated scurcem
of research data for this study: the Visitors'.
Register,-A Teacher Center Survey Part I and
A Teacher Center Survey Part /I. The Visitors'
Register, used in coMbination with the Teacher
Center Survey'Part I; provided a profile of
maker characteristics. The. Part I survey
examined staff involvement and the selection'
and design process. The'results were used to
determine which items created in the Center
would be evaluated-further using the Part II
zurvey.. Approximately half the people who
made the selected items were sent A Teacher
Center Survey Part II. This final survey
.(Paxt II) provided information oa the use,
effectiveness, and durability of the items.

It was found that visitors to the PTPC, on the
aVerage:dreated more items than they had'
planned. Although many of the items created
were the participant's oWn idea, mostpeople
had staff assistante in their decision-makins

process. Design deciiions were chiefly:made

with.PTPC Staff input. Participants reported

a very high level of PM staff help in the
creation of their items.

Both furniture items and learning aids were
found to be very effective by a majority of
respondents in helping teachers to better organ-

ize, prepare, and present their' instructional
activity. Learning aids were rated as very
effective in helping students'learn what was
taUght, and a majority of teathers felt that
the furniture they created did, indeed, con-.

tribute to the students' learning process.'

Products made in the Philadelphia Teacher Par-
ent Center were also found to be very durable.
Most products required no repairs,and showed:
only normal wear even though they received
-tibavy to'coniinuous use in the classroom.

This research effort gave concrete answers to
many queStf'.ons.the PTPC staff could previously

only surmise. The staff thought teachers were
using the items in their classrooms, but they
never realized how many creatir uses teachers
hsd developed,for the items until the survey
risponnes were collected. Thn PTPC staff was
also gratified that the responses acknowledged
the variety of ways help is offered to visitOrs.

It is the opinion of the research teaM that
this project exemplified.the ideal.relation-
ship that can exist between a project staff ands

a research team: The expertise of both groups
mulded to produce a practical product based on
scientifically researched information.
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TEACHERS' PERCEPTIONS OF THE ROLES A TEACHERS' CENJER

PLAYS IN THEIR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT ,

Amity P. Buxton, Investigator
TALC/Teacher Shelter
Oakland Public Schools

Oakland, California

The purpose of the study was to identify the perceptions by teachers'

center participants of the role(s) the teachers' center (Teacher Shelter/

Teachers' Active Learning Center) plays in their professional development.

These perceptions were to be analyzed as clues to future changes the center

,
would make in order to remain responsive to participants' development. To

elicit information about perceptions, the reflective interview was selected

as tbe most appropriate method of inveStigation. A team of three center

staff members, four teacher participants (included three advisory group

members), an0 a research consultant formulated the interview questions

around four aspects of the study question: What the teachers did in the

center, what center experiences they implemented in their classrooms., how

they perceived their own professional development, and how they viewed the

center and its development. ft ,

.A sample of 21 panticipants, preschool through secondary were selected

from among the,most frequent users of the center over the three years prior

to the study. (Some of the sample had participated seven of the ten years

the center had been operating.) The sample closely matched the mix of all

center users in grade level and schools and the pattern of the district

teachers in ethnicity and sex. Interviews averaged one hour in length,

taking place after school. The interviewers and their subjects were paid

a modest stipend. The interviews were tape-recorded and not transcribed.

Analysis included periodic oral summaries during the interview period

and formal analysis of the tapes. Formal analysis consisted of first; in-

dividual liStening to each tape for.generat impression, individual themes,

and particular points around the four aspects of the study and, second group

listening to each tape with each member of the group listening for informa-

tion about only one of the four atpects: Center activity, classroom (and

school setting), professional growth, of view of center. An external eval-

uator listened to seven'of the most informative tapes for the general im-

pression and two aspects only: View of center and professional growth_

Thelindings clarified several key termi of the 5tudy. ."Professional

development" seems to be a function of personal styleLthe-way of organN

zing information; the view of teaching_and learning; the concept of cur-

riculum; the'view of self as Change agent; the view of student needs, in-

terests, levels; interperSonal relations; participation in continuing ed-

ucation. The "support role" which the center plays seems,to encompass

,material help, substantive learning eXperience in responSt to expressed

need; conceptual framework and process for curriculum development; empa

thetic listening, active learning, individualized staff development,

teacher-decision-making, space and tools to work, philosophical rein-

forcement, classroom assistance, informativeAnvironment.
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These meanings of profeisional development and supportive role of the

center underscore the major finding of the center: the 21 teachers repre-

sented a range of views of teaching and learning and of their own profes-

Isional growth; yet each viewed the center as.supparting them in their de-

elopment regardless of type. ,

All tOachers had an individual theme which permeates their described

/ used of the center, classroom teaching, and views of the centeT, their own

growth, and teaching and learning. The themes had to do with their personal

approach to teaching or to students or their pedagogical methodology.

The only close match among'the teachers' response§ to the four categories

of questions appeared in their view of teaching and learning and their view

of their own professional development.

The perceived roles of the center were inferrech-f-rom the aspects of

. the ceTiter, which the teachers mentioned moat often, most,clearly, and most

authentically. .The aspects.of the centerswhiCh played a majcir role in the

teachers' use of the center included free materials donated by industry

(mostly for curriculum projects) - 75%; workshops and responsiveness to

teachers.' needs - 60%; curriculum development, ideas, interaction with

other teachers, personal support 50%; individual help, learning process

teaching methods - 40%; professional affirmation, support for individual

view of learning and teaching, construction space and tools, learning en-

vironment, district related activity, browsing, classroom advisory work -

20-25%.

The findings suggest that the center hat to keep sensitive and respon-

'sive to the %rowing needs bf the participants who have a variety of needs--

no .single vidW of teaching and learning.

The interview methodology and the collaborative research of staff and

teachers which elicited th'e perceptions of teachers.can.become a part of a

teachers' center program. The collaboration strengthens the findings and

provides staff developmentto both teacher,,s and staff the, teachers in the

study'developed objectiyity in their viewing other ways of teachers and they

learned to.articulate the rationale for their own teaching, therefore pro-

viding a clearer direction for their own teaching. The staff members gained

a classroom perspective from the teacher researchers, thereby becoming more

aware of practical teaching and learning issues as they affect students.

Both teachers and staff 'developed skills in questioning and listening:

Both developed an awareness of individual differences'among center parti-.

cipants.

t*



AN EXPLORATION.OF RELATIONgHIpS BETWEEN USE AND SETTING IN A TEACHERS' CENTER

Beth Alberty, Jim Neujahr, Lillian Weber

City College Workshop Center for, Open.Education, NYC

For the Workshop Center, as for many teachers' centers, the provision of a work/

resource space is a fundamental service and is the basis and setting for many pro-

gram activities. Such-a space centralizes and gives continuity to activities like

workshops and to resources and staff that otherwise would usually ,be scattered or

temporary. The present study examined how the setting created in this 50ace at the,

WCOE affected participants'. use of the Center and how, In turn, participants'. use

shaped the development of the 'setting. (We defined setting as comprising but trans-

cending particular materials, arrangements, programs, participants, uses, and Staff.)

Our purpose was to explore the dynamics of relationship between use and setting and

to illuminate how these dynaMics contributed to participant and Center.growth.

The study topic was determined in a meeting of Center staff and teacher participants.

Information was collected by questionnaire rom a broad selection of all WCOE parti-

cipants and by interview from a smallernUmber. Observations\ at the Cer0r over the

period of he study were backed by the three authors' observations and by documenta-

tion of the WCOE over a period of years. Analisis of all information occurred

through per'odic discussions.among the authors and through various discursive ex-

plorations f the information.

The first 1 vel 'of dynamic discussed in the final report of the study'was betwefn

what we called interpenetraticin of use and density of setting...We foup4-7,t1at what-

ever discre e need or use.brought participants to the Center initial-br: the.setting.

was such that it led to other uses within.a single visit and ver time. The mingling,

mutual inflOence, and interweaving of uses occurred within a single participants',use

over time'(his or her "personal configuration of' use') and across groups of users..

Interpenetrating use revealed underfying connections'between different aspects of the

,setting and between uses, connections that were then Made more visible and integrated

into the setting by staff so that they could be used by others. Through continuing

I use by.dWerent participants in different ways,..the setting thus became dense with

poSsibilities for se that had not been previsaged by participants or staff.

A second level of dynamic between use and setting was. between participants' sense of

themselves in the setting as-real, whole: adult people and their,sense of the Center's

authenticity and reality. Standing a bit apart from participants and.staff, the:

setting relied'on participants' capacities to assess the.resources and.their needs

and to forMulate uses of the resources that would respond to their needs. Participants'

described the setting as "home-like:" It had coherence and presence, a content as

well as a style. It offered something'real to grqw from and was in turn permeable to

participants' real interests and concerns.

A third level Of dynamic was between the Center's rationale,:expressed concretely in

all the arrangements of the setting and in the interactions of staff with participants,

and participants' professionalism. The setting invited participants' active use

according to their self-defined'needs and interests, but it also drew them into new

uses that brought to the surface other needs and interests. It gave participants'

time and a context in wh,i,ch to recognize in the pattern of their use their longer-

range purposes, interests, needs. The ideas and commitments they encountered in the

setting helped them to uncover the relations-hip between immediate needs, their prac-

tice more generally, and their deelier interest in helping children learn. The setting

thereby confirmed their professional seriousness. Participants'. use of.the setting in

their own ways and for their own purposes was also an influence on the setting and

hence on the rationale inherent in it. Their use stretched staff awareness of possi-

bilities and provided material for staff reflection on further implications of the

underlying rationale and how to develop these implications concretely .in the setting.

tt:
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THE EffECTS OF CHANGE IN GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE ON THE
PRACTICES AND OUTCOMES OF AN EXPERIENCED TEACHERS' CENTER:
The Detroit Center for Professional Growth and Development

The Detroit Center was established through the cooperation of five major educo-.
tional organizai,ions. Top level personnel from each of these organizations--Derroit
Federation of Teachers, Detroit Public Schools, Organization of School Administrators .

and Supervisors, Wayne County Intermediate School District, and Wayne State University--
Made up the original five member Governance Board that served from December, 1975 to
September, 1980. In 1980, six new Members:were added.to fulfill the rtquirements of
state legislation for a majority of teacher members.

The purpose of out...research was to examlne the effect of this change froM the .
original five Member board to the'new, eleven member Policy.Board in terms of:

a. how the glird operates and
b. the services provided by The Center.

9

A longitudinal design was used. Board records, in the form of meeting agendas,
handouts, and_miputesprovided.the data on Board operation. Workshop records, in
'the form'of planning, Participation, and evaluation information on 926 activities.
from a five year period,.provided the data on Center services.. Time, which can be

equated with experience, provided the link in studying the relationship between
governance/policy board operation and Center service.

The predominant change in Board operation was in meeting efficiency. Scheduling

caused probleMs after the change in Board composition. Several meetings needed to

be cancelled because of attendance difficulties. Release timelor tkeachers to server

on the, board became a new issue for Board consideration. .While agendas became less
complex, minutes and,handouts remained thorough.. During the first four years, the

one teacher member made the majority of motions; in the fifth year after the,change,
.teacher members still made the majority of motions but also became the mdst prevalent

"seconders." 'Teacher memberealways were and continue to be actiVe_members of the

Board. That the Board worked in harmony can be :inferred from the abSence of.use.of

veto power in making decisions.. The original Board had a common goal from the very

outset: to pro-iide relevant, planned staff development activities for and with

Detroit eddcators. The new Board maintains this goal.

Fiscal problems, in terms of lobbying, obtaining fUnds, and btidgeting, were the

prime issues before the Board in all years. It is through budget decisions that

Center program was most affected. Budget decreaSes led, for example, to fewer summer

offerings and an increased use of Center personnel,as workshop consultants, with a

concomitant decrease in the hiring of outside consultants. No changes in participant

evaluations of activity quality and usefulness were observed that could be related

to changes in the Board.

The essential role of the Governance/Policy Board has been to keep The Centet

alfve,through seeking and meintaining financial suppOrt for Center operation, White-7--

taking full responsibility/for funding.issues, the Board delegated authority for

program development and delivery to Center staff. We can infer,a mutual trust and

dependency between staff and board. This symbiosis is tl4e key to a successful teachers'

center. The one group works hard to offer highly valued staff development programs,

while the other group works hard to maintain the fiscal and political support neces-

sary for the-center's life.

January 29, 1982 1 u 1

Elaine M. Hockman
.Evaluation Specialist
The,Detroit Center
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PRINCIPALS' RELATIONSHIP TO TEACHER CENTERS-

Research Conducted by: Mark.Montgomery, University of North Sarolina, Charlotte,

In Collaboratiom With: Howdrd Knopf, Atlanta Area Center for feachers

'Jean Owen, Albemarle Teacher Center,
% Albemarle, North-Carolina -

'Purpose of Study:

This study was conducted to examine the relationship between building

principals and_ teacher centers. Of particular interest were the principals'

perceptions of the centers, their attempts to support them, and the effect

-of this support on center dse by teachers.

Source of'Data:.

Fifty elementary school principal in the Atlanta Area Center for Teach-

ers and Albemarle Teacher Centers area were interviewed by trained'teacher-
,

intervjewers'. Also interviewed were the.center staff persons in.the two areas.

Teachers in the,fifty schools completed questionnaires about the center.

Finally, records were kept of the contacts made between principals and center

staff persons.

Results:-

Most principals expressed support of teacher center activities, consider-

ing them to be an important service to their teachers. The form of support

most often mentioned by principaLs and staff 'persons Weas the passiTig on of

information concerning.center activities. Also mentioned were verbal en-

couragement and administrative provisions to make center use more feasible

for teachers%

The effect of 'principal support on.center use appears to bevsmall.

Teachers seem to be mbre affected by other,teachers' opinions'than by ad-

ministrators.

Conclusions:

The most effective-trategy foe dealing wiih principals is: (1) keep

them informed, (2) do na-thingito undermine their authority, and (3) rely on

"word of mouth" among teacherA themselves in order to build center use.
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312/935-1151
735 w. sherida rd. (2nd floor) chicago, Minds 60613

Most teachers' centers are run by teachers for teachers. We studied
ERC which is organized in accordance with a different model emphasizing
community/teacher partnership. We sought to understand the costs and
benefits of this unusual model and how specific organizational arrange-
ments brought about these benefits and costs.

Ouri. study involved two professional researchers and three practitioner/
researchers (people whose main social roles were the same as some segment

of ERC's clientele). We used 'both qualitative and quant\itative research
methods, both- as participants and as observers, to study the events
an'd daily proccsses of the organization. We also studied any of the
organization's documents. In addition, we conducted structured inter-
views of the staff and Board, and informally interviewed teachers at

a local school and representatives of community organizations. We also
did a telephone survey of a 99 person random sample of those who visited
the Center over a year and a half period. Finally we analyzed all
available information on the workshops scheduled to be held from the
founding of the Center to the.end of the study (a five year period).

Our final report consists of four napers. The first is a summary of
our findings, intended to be used as a resource by people who work
with teachers' Centers. In it we outline the posts and benefits of the
7--ir; model. The costs.include an unstable or"ganizatiOnal identity,
financial uncertainty, necessity to adapt to changing programs and
staff, and ambiguity between grassroots and professional identity.
The benfits include serving the unservesd, an ab,ility to draw on a wide ,

range of human and-material resource, organizational flexibility and
survival, and insulation from environmental forces such as the demoral-
zation'among Chicago public school teachers.

The second paper takes a clbser look at hoW ERC has survived and
continued to v:vork toward ttle same goal, "to serve anyone who imparts
knowledge to others." The paper explores the history of ERC and how
specific mechanisms have been developed to cope with a changing and

uncertain environment.
The' third paper studies how practitioners might be special in their

approach to research. Several tendencies of practitioners sre analyzed
including a preference for action rather than reflection, a trust-in
feeling and intuition in.addition to thinking, and an ability to use
personal life as a source of information and data. The report also
considers possible pitfalls in practitioner involvement.and issues in
organizing this kind of collaborative research.

The fourth paper studies in detail the pattern of cancellation of
workshops at ERC, with.attention to the type of workshop cancelled, _

the type of workshop leader, and the time scheduling of the workshops
cancelled. This paper was done at the request of the staff and Board
of ERC and will be on file at Far West Labs.

Steve Wilson
Rebecca Adams
Robetto Rey
Ann Waldeck
Marlene Wexler

.1981
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EFFICACY OF FORMAL AND INFORMAL NEEDS ASSESSMENT
PROCEDURES FOR PROGRAM PLANNING IN STAFF DEVELOPMENT

Jon C. Marshall
University of Missouri--St. Louis

Sarah DeJernette Caldwell
Donna McKee
Ferguson Teacher Center
Ferguson-Florissant

School District
Ferguson, MO

An overall program model for staff development can be summarized by
the reoccuring cycle of needs assessment, planning, implementation (and

participation), and evaluation. Within this model, needs assessment is
of primary importance since it establishes the focus for program planning.
Yet, there i little consensus as to the best method(s) for assessment.
Generally, the procedures available'can be classified on a continuun from
informal to formal, with the informal prOcess being characterized by per-
son-to-person information gathering and the formal process being system-
atically gathered data that can be statistically analyzed. This study

addressed two concerns: (1) The determination of the level of consistency
of information between an informal inferview and formal computerized ques-
tionnaire; and, (2) The determination of the comparative validity of these

twa types of needs assessments.

The data producing sample consisted of 21 teachers that were inter-
nviewed, 43 teachers responding to the questionnaire and 24 teachers re-

sponding to both the-interview and questionnaire. These 88 teachers were

invited to participate in inservice programs according to their.identified
needs and any other appropriate project oc school specific requests. Invi-

tation and,pa'rticipation records were kept on these teachers,for the school

year.

The data for the study were analyzed by correlating the need and in-

vitation.profiles, need and participation profiles, and invitation and par-

ticipation profiles for the 413 teachers. The mean correlations (z-score
conversions) were analyzed using the analysis of variance. From these

analyses, it was determined that the overlap in information between these

two types of assessments is near zero; that both types of assessments are

equally valid, with an about 40 percent overlap between teacher identified

inservice needs and participation; and, that there is no advantage to using

both types of assessments, even though this process results in two to three

times the number of identified needs then when using either one of the two

types of assessments by itself.
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A PHENOMENOLOGICAL STUDY OF USER AND NON USER
PERCEPTIONS OF A TEACHER CENTER AND INSERVICE

Chris Sttvenson, Uniiiersity of Vermont
RISE Teacher Center

The eUrrent trend toward the use of teacher centers as an avenue for

teacher growth and develdpment has created substantial professional inter-

est. Relevant,literature has been primarily ?escriptive and theorectical,

however. Until very recently no research had been found which addresses

teachers' perceptions as outcomes. Neither had any study been identified

that characterizes users and non users of a rural teacher center.

At the time of the investigation RISE Teacher Center had completed its

fourth year of service to approximateLy 500 teacheFs in mine towns in east-

central Connecticut. A demographic survey of these teachers revealed three

categories of theix usage of this center: Non users (NU), Occasional Users

(OU), and Frequent Users (FU). The major purpose of this study was to iden-

tify and explore perceptions of teachers representative of these categorfes

with regard to their beliefs about the effects of inService and other teach-

er center services upon themselves.

A research team was formed and trained to collect the data by conducting,

in-depth oral history interviews with 36 teachers representative of the three

categories of center usage. The sample was further stratified according to

years of teaching experience. Interviews were transcribed and analyzed ac-

cordance with the phenomenological attitude of reduction in order to identify

essences of these teachers' perceptions. Analyses were conducted independent-

ly by two researchers experienced in such investigations; their find,ings were

theR,examined for agreement with regard to essence and major and minor themes.

Major themes identified in this investigration are briefly.summarized.

The rationale/purpose of inservice was generally perceived by NU's as

an attempt to resolve deficiencies in the schools; OU's understood it

as a mechanism for keeping professionals up-to-date on current jrends;

FUs tended to perceive it as a vehicle for improving the quality of

their personal and professional lives; facilitating growth.

Cprriculum development in inservice was equated with selection of

materials and textbooks. OU and FU teachers perceives that function

as accomplished best by exposure to exemplary work done by other teachers.

In relation to administrators' involvement with inservice, all,subjects

expressed clear beliefs that principalS either facilitated the process

or inhibited it. No one was indifferent about the principal's role.

OUs were the most outspoken in characterizing principals negatively.

,Opportunity to exertise personal choice from a variety of options was

perceived as extremely important to all subjects. "Choice" constitutes

a degree of "control" in their professional lives.

The majority of the subjects accepted that teachers should be respon-

sible for their professional development, but a substantial minority

of NUs and OUs believed that'their local system and/or the state was

ultimately responsible.
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Most preferred inservice was generally described as programs which

provided concrete things/experiences which (1) could be'seen first-

hand, (2) could be applied in one's classroom,. (3) were presented by

credible presenters, i.e., practicing teachers. FU teachers were a-

gain preoccupied with choice, indicating that "preferred inservice

was whatever one chose to attend."

Physical resources of RISE Teacher Center were enthusiastically praised

by OUs and FUs; NUs had not visited the Center.

Advisor/consultants working in RISE schooli were characterized by OUs

and FUs as "professionally and personally supportive." FUs used par-

ticularly sentient,language in recounting incidents/anec,dotes illus-

trating emotional support that had been received.

RISE was,variously described by OUs, FUs, and two NUs as the personi-

fication of good educational practice. It became evident that for the

majority of the subjects, RISE stands for, cultivates, and supports
exemplary quality in schooling practices.

All subjects clearly endorsed the concept of a Teacher Center Policy

Board as the governing body of RISE. Even the several 'NUs who were

unaware of.the TCPB articulated support in principle.

Several themes emerged from the subjects' discourse concerning career

satisfaction and life plans.

(1) Knowing by being able to see that one is effective and
successf41-10,9th students is essential for one to feel career

satisfacfion.
_

(2) According to the samplying process teachers who were most
inactive in professional development activities revealed the

least dissatisfaction in their careers.

(3) Ous and.FUs frequently referred to.the importance of external

public approval and respect as influencing their perceptions of

career satisfaction.

(4) NUs appeared to be generally contest with teaching as a career.

(5) All but one of the FUs were actively exploring possibilities for

a career change.

In keeping with the phenomenological nature of this investigation it is

impoi-tant to keep in mind that these subjects were speaking foremost about

themselves, secondarily about the "objects" of their perceptions such as in-

service, principals, advisor/consultants, and so on. While useful insight about

these "objects" was obtained, the most profound themes are those which concern

these teachers' perceptions of themselves. In spite of numerous differences in .

essences among the thirty-six subjects, there are some noteworthy similarities.

The need to believe that one is in control of his/her professional life

constituted a major essence of this study for OUs and FUs. NUS were

minimally concerned with power/control issues in their professional lives.

All but tkree teachers in the sample can be characterized as manifesting

internal locus of control in regard to assessing their professional per-
,

formance. They looked inwardly for judgments of quality in their pro-

fessional lives, but this interal focuskng was augmented by expressions

of need for ongoing support from significant others.

Issues involving trust constituted a continuous thread in the fabric of

dialogue concerning professional relationships. Each interview could be

analyzed in terms of,a trust-distrust dichotomy, and individuals most

readily trusted in an inservice context were fellow practicing teachers.

"Believing" was closely tied to "seeing" with the majority of respondents.
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INDIVIDUAL AND SYSTEMIC CHANGES MEDIATED
BY A SMALL EDUCATIONAL GRANT PROGRAM

SUMMARY

Prepafed by

G. Wayne Mosher, Director
St. Loais Metropolitan Teacher Center

9137 Old Bonhamme Road
St. Louis, Missouri 63132

The St. Louis.Metropolitan Teacher Center is one of several centers funded
by the United States Department of Education Teacher Center Program. The major
thrust of the Center is to provide opportunities for inservice education that are
based upon teacher identified needs. The program has two main components:, inservice
workshops/courses and minigrants.

This study focused on the Minigrant Program which.provides small amounts of
funds (up to $750) for individuals to use in developing specific educational projects.
The impetus for the study originated with the Policy Board and the author's curiosity
regarding teacher involvement in projects they themselves design. A proposal
entitled The St. Louis Metro olitan Teacher Center Mini rant Pro ram:-A ".ase Study
was submitted and subsequently funded by the Teachers' Center Exchange Award
Program for'Research On Experienced Teachers' Centers in September, 1980.

The initial problem posed for the study was what impact have minigrant projects
had on project developers and the educational systems they represent? The research
had three major objectives: 1).to determine the impact of participation in the
program on project developers, 2) to determine the impact of participation in the
Minigrant Program on systemic innovation and change, and 3) to 4tvelop a more basic
understanding regarding what happens.to projects after the conclusion of funding:
These objectives prompted several "foreshadowed problems" (Malinowski, 1922) which
were initially helpful in guiding the research.

Ethnographic methods were employed. Data was collected through participant
observation, recorded interviews and examination of documents. 'The "triangulation"
(Denzin, 1970) that results from multiple methods supported the research objectives
outline earlier. All participants gave their informed consent and the researcher
gave assurances that their anonymity would be protected.

The findings are portrayed through a descriptive narrative which takes the form
of extended case studies and discussions of data across the fortynine (49) projects
in the study. The following implications are noted at this time:

1. Teachers in the study developed projects which were based upon needs
expressed at several levels: classroom, building and school district;

2. Teachers not only designed useful materials and workshop programs, they-
experienced a good deal of learning about curriculum, instruction, working
with others, implementing projects with students and developed confidence
in themselves as professionals;

3. For many project developers, completed projects provided a high level of
satisfaction and a sense of accomplishment which in turn served as a platform
for formulating future goals and actualizing new activities.



4. Teachers who were involved in curriculum development projects exhibited

the strong tendency to design materials that were grounded in the realities

of classroom instruction(i.e., needs andinterests of students, classroom

organization that facilitates small group study and individualized attention,

student responsibility for learning);

5. Many teachers behaved as "researcher" of their own ,curriculum practices

which.in turn set the stage for curriculum development within their projects.

6. The Teacher'Center and its, Minigrant Program served as a catalyst for

teacher involvement in projects that lead to knowledge of teaching and

learning on the.part of participants; and

7. Projecti derionsirated positive impaci,at classroom,'building; and school

district levels which suggests the hypothesis that teachers can influence

systemic innovation and change through their involVement in.educational

projects they, themselves, design.
\

The researcher considers this study to be an initial step toward a thery of

school improvement based upon the involvement of teachers and other professionals

in self-initiated educational projects.
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HELPING SCHOOLS PLAN STAFF DEVELOPMENT:

A STUDY OF AN APPROACH TO INSERVICE EDUCATION

Willis D. Copeland and Robert B. Everhart

University of California, Santa Barbara

Steve KingsfOrd
School Resource Network, Ventura, CA

Research Goals

i,. Describe a-selected approach to in-service staff development with

special emphasis on identifying the operating assumptions on which

that approach is based.

Describe the implementation Of that approach, attendihg to the

extent to which that implementation conforms to the asumptions.

3. Describe the outcomes of that approach.

4. Relate the approach, its assumptions, and their extent of imple-

mentation to its outcome.

The Approach to In-serVice Staff Development

The approach sTudied here involved four steps: I) assessment of

facutty needs; 2) planning staff development activities targeted at the

identified needs; 3) conducting the staff development activities; 4 eval-

uating the staff development adtivities.. These four steps were to be fol7

lowed by a school's faculty, working together, benefiting from and taking',

responsibility for the entire effort. To assist the faculty, three vOlun-

teersteachers and/or administrators from other schools-'-acted as a Facili-

tation Team, meetipg with the fatuity when needed and guiding them.through

the process. Facilitation-Teams were trained and provided to the schools by

the Local Teacher Center.

Methodology of the Study

A research team was constituted to include two university faculty mem-

bers and three teachers currently on leave from instructional responsibilities

to pursue advanced training. That the majority of team:Members were teachers

was an intentional effort to ground the perspective of the project in the,mul-

tiple realities of the public schools. To capture these realities 6 variety

of data gathering techniques were used including semifocused observatiOns,

seructured interviews and questionnaires. The period of data gathering lasted

from June of 1980 to May of 1981.

.Selected Findings

Teachers Involvement. Two project.assumptions were "teachers must be

involved in the entire process of planning, implementing, eNialuating and

following-up staff development activities," and "teachers must volunteer

and willingly participate in the needs assessment process." .Though these

were very strongly held by the teacher tenter staff, they were not always



met. Often school administrators ignored teacher involvement, especially

in early stages of the project. Aesults of such lack of involvement were

weakened outcomes.

Role of Faciritation Team. Two assumptions concerning'the conduct of
the outside facilitation team were "the facilitator's function is to assist

the group in defining its own needs," and "the facilitator should not be con-

cerned with content." Facilitators felt that these assumptions did not allow

them to offer advice as a consultant to the group. Because facilitators norm-
ally adhered to these assumptions, the result was a lack of needed guidance

from them. The faculty groups, in the absence of suggestions and encourage-
ment-to proceed, often dropped the entire process after the inital needs

assesSment.

Time and the Process. Assumptions about the time required for the pro-

cess to be successful were apparently justified but violated often in prac-

tice. Without allocation of,enough time, the process floundered.

Effectiveness of the Facilitation Team. With a few exceptions the teams

were perceived by teachers as being successful in helping needs to be identi-

fied_and opening up communication.among the faculty. The teams' training

appeared to work.

Needs That EMerge from Group Meetings. Two of the projecS's assumptions

were "teachers are more likely to change if the changes are perceived to meet

their felt needs," and "a schoeil-wtde_faculty group is the approp-iate unit

with which to work when involving teachers_in needs assessment." Observations,

interviews and questionnaires suggest that, f6r-most_teachers, the needs that

emerged during the needs assessment meetings were group rieeds_and therefore

substantially different from their individually held professional need&related

to the classroom, their students and themserves as teachers. Further, for

most of them, though the needs of the faculty group--e.g., curricular artic-

ulation, parent/school involvement, school-wide disciplinewere important,

they were secondary to individual needs that.did not emerge in the meeting.

This contributed to the feeling of those who saw no valuable outcome of the

staff development effort.

Other Findings. ,In addition to the above, the data collected provide

interesting perspectives on the timing of inservice activities, the role of

these.activities in overcoming the isola,Oon felt by many classroom teachers,

and forces outside of a teacher centers control which, nevertheless, impact

the center's efforts.
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EXPLORING,A TEACHERS' CENTER'S SUPPORT OF SCHOOL-BASED ADVIS'ORS

Carol Newman
Teaching Learning 'Center
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools
Charlotte, North Carolina

!

Research Consultant:

George Noblitt
Organizational Development

and Institutional Studies
Schocil of Education
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, North Carolina

Phillip Schlechty
Assistant Dean.
School of Education
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, North Carolina

The Charlotte-Mecklenburg School System and the University of North Carolina-

Chapel Hill collaborated on a study of'how the Teaching Learning Center (TLC) sup-

ports and links with Coordinating Teachers (CTs) based in each school. In general,

the purpose of the study was to look at the linkage between the TLC and Coordina-

ting Teachers as a way to "magnify" the usage and effectiveness of the TLC. The.

study was collaborative in design and used three research methodologies. A study

of TLC usage using sign-in cards, intensive interviewing with 26 Coordinating

Teachers from two of Charlotte-Mecklenburg's eight attendance areas, and a survey

of all 85 Coordinating Teachers in CMS.. The study became more complex than we

originally anticipated due,to varying degrees of confusion over the Coordinating

Teacher's Tole, the TLC's target population, and what the study results meant.

The preliminary findings can be organized into three areas: the nature of the

Coordinating Teacher role, the nature of the TLC resource, and the nature of the

linkage between them. The.findings about the CT role indicate that the CTs are

influenced bY their principals, their staffs, other personnel., and the type of

school served (elementary/secondary) . The CT's role is legitimated by the prin-

cipal, the staff, and to some degree the curriculum specialists. lhe definition

of the role isithe result Of many Anfluentes, but primarilY those,Of the Area

Coordinating Teacher and other sChool CTs. Finally, the CT's role is in part

defined by the nature of the resources available,in CMS. These various influ-

ences lead to at least two orientations to the role. One orientation is that

of an advising teacher who works with teachers in the areas of cuericulum and

instruction with an emphasis on the teacher's self-defined needs and interests.

The other orientation is that of a managerial CT who tends to have some author-,

ity vested in the role and as such works With school committees and department

'heads, for example, with the intention that this will lead to instructional im-

,prOvements. In general, it appears that Tole orientation is affected by whether

. the sthool served is elementary or secondary. The elementary schools tend. to

have mOre,advising CTs while the departmentally structured secondary schools

tend to ha more managerial CTs.

The TLC is erceived as a vital resouece to CTs, ranking just below support

offered by the Ar CTs and other school CTs. The TLC provides CTs with a broad ,

range of resources i the areas of ideas, materials, and professional dexelopment.

Emotional support, how er, is often.role-related when provided by the TLC and

appears to be of less sig ificance as an independent resource category. Also,

it is important to keep in nd that the TLC is but one resource in CMS which

has many other specialized an eneral resources.

The linkage between the CTs a the TLC is iilfluenced.by several factors.

On one hand, the TLC isa resource th t CTs use to satisfy teacher requests;
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on the other hand, the TLC is also a resource CTs use in defining and fulfil-

ling other aspects of their role. In understanding the dimensions of CT us,e,

of the TLC, the CTa may be viewed as potentially having one of three levels of

knowledge. In this case, however, knowledge is not directly an information

problem; it is a problem of role definition and school context. The first level

is knowledge of the TLC material resources used to respond to their teachers'

needs and requests. The second level includes the first, but adds knowledge

of the TLC's other resources such as techniques and strategies of teaching,

problem solving or discussion of classroom management. The third level includes

the first two levels in most cases, but adds the knowledge that the TLC can also

be a resource to the CT's own professional development through workshop planning

and design, study groups, etc. In general, the advising CT usually has all three

levels of knowledge. It'is also possible that managerial CTs may only seek the

third level, and that new CTs may be forced to limit their usage to the first

level in order to build sufficient credibility to enable them to take on the

adOsing role. Thus, only when the role is an advising one and when the prin-

cipal legitimates it and the teachers agree (as is often the case in the ele-

mentary school) can a lack of knowledge be overcome by information only. This

view' of levels of knowledge and role orientation leading to varying CT use of

the TLC can be applied to other resource roles that function as supports to the

classroom teacher.

CT usage and assessment of the TLC is directly affected by role percep-

tions. Advising CTs are high users, as are their teachers; the reverse Seems

to be the case with the managerial CTs. This is of special importance given

that advising CTs tend to be elementary and managerial CTs tend to be second-

ary. Thus, role orientation and SChool context seem to affect TLC usage and

relative favorable and/or useful assessments of the TLC. Nevertheless, di-

rect usage of the TLC is the TLC's best advertiSement. That is, favorable

use by CTs and teachers results in repeated use by those CTs and teachers

and also generates influences for initial.use by other CTs and teachers.

The main issue of this research is how the results of this study may be

of use to the TLC and other teachers' centers. The obvious issues have to do

with strengthening existing linkages and developing new linkages. Given the

effects of role orientation, it seems that the TLC coul- strengthen the link-

age with school CTs throbgh efforts focused on the CT's instructional role

with an attempt to foster-a more widely accepted advising orientatiom. How-

ever, since school context (especially elementary/secondarY) is important, it

would seem the TLC couid also focus more specifically on seCondary schools.

'To do so, hoWever, would not be easy--for to change either the CT's (and the

principal's) perceptions of the CT's role to a more advisory aPproach or to

change theosecondary school's orientation would be beyond the TLC's purview.

The TLC's philosophy of volunteerism and self-identification of needs,is

a significant departure from normal organizational arrangements based upon

hierarchical authority. The TLC fosters authenticity lwhat people decide they

want to do) while orsjanizations l.ike school systems most often foster legitimacy

(what someone should 0,- regardless of whether they, want to or not). To un-

critically use the results of this study would. imply that the TLC should be

used by everyone regardless of whether they wish to or not. Thus, if linkage

and support pre developed so that CTs and, their teachers believe their role

requires the usage'of the TLC, the TLC will have compromised their own 'approach.

Thus the TLC must face the Issue of the uniqueness of their resource and decide

whether increased usage and the legitimacy it may bring is a significant threat

to that uniqueness. As the study clearly indicates, the TLC is but one of the

resources, albeit a highly valued one, upon which a CT can draw. The other re-

sources may provide sufficiently for the managerially'-oriented CTs and their

11
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schools, sug6esting that given the context the TLC should maintain its pre

sent direction while Continuing ta promote volunteer usage.

The dilemma is whether the TLC should alter its orientation in order to

gain new users, or maintain its uniqueness and work more informally to alter

CT role definition and school contexts. Wharwould be gained or jeopardized

by each approach? And more broadly, to what degree can teachers' centers

maintain their ideology within the traditional organizational structure of

public schools systems?

1
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CHICAGO TEACHERS' CENTER
Northeastern Illinois University

A STUDY OF THE ACTIVE STAFFING PROCESS OF A TEACHERS' CENTER

Principal Investigator: Dr. Margaret A. Richek

RESEARCH PROBLEM

Teacher centers have the potential to be settings where teacher concerns can become

starting points for reflective thought and professional growth. In order to provide

this kind of support, a center would need a staff of experienced teachers who could

actively and emphathically engage center users jn discussions about their work. Such

conversations would involve raising questions, suggesting options, or examining un-

stated-assUmptions.

Research Associate: Inez H. Wilson

In this study we researched how center staff and teachers actively interact with one

another in order to reflect on issues about the teaching/learning process at,it.

relates to curritular concerns. It was assumed that'if teachers in a drop-in facility

'were approached by active staffers, more meaningful involvement.would take place.

Since a definition of active staffing is crucial to an understanding of these inter-

actions, we focused on two questions: (1) what are the defining elements of active

steffing from both the staff member's and the teacher's perspective, and (2) what

is the role of an active staffing program within the context of a teacher center.

METHODOLOGY

The concept of active staffing was documented.through the collaboration of an exper-

ienced teacher-center staffer and a university researcher. This staff member employed

the aCtive staffing process in the'center two days per week for four months.and wrote

detailed logs of encounters with nine subjects, which served as the data base for the:

study. Other staff members at the Center participated in the active staffing process

and its documentation. -Written logs, reflections,'and conversations were analyzed by

the research team. To obtain preliminary estimates of teacher growth, baseline data

of center users were gathered through a questionnaire and telephone interviews. At

the end of theactive staffing phase of research, teacher participants were also inter-

viewed-by telephone.
a

RESEARCH FINDINGS

Defining Elements of ActiveStaffing

.Our analysis of the data revealed that the active staffing process can be divided into

four stages. First, when a staffer,responds to an initial request, emphasis is placed

on establishing rapport and'mutual respect. Second, in the process of_assisting a

teiCher the staffer explores latent or underlying reasons for the manifest request or

gives a broader perspective tothe concern. This dialogue provides focus to the in-"'

qUiry. Third, a variety of strategies are used to jointly solve the problems posed.

These include: brainstorming, discussing possible instructional activities and prin-

ciples, diagnosing childrens' heeds and individual dffferenceS, and considering

appropriate resources. Fourth, contact with teachers is maintained by inviting,the

teacher back to share classroom outcomes, offering to visit the teacher's Classroom,

and being available for further consultation.v,

GUiding Principles

Several principles guided the active staffing process. First, active staffing was seen

, as a process that the staff and teachers create together, which means there must be.

openness on the teacher's part and an ability to foster dialogue on the staff person's
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part. Second, the active staffing process jocuses primarily on ways of thinking about
learning and teaching and the meaning of classroom activities for the teacher: Third,
teachers bring a wealth of knowledge from past and current classroom experiences to
active staffing encounters and these can serve as building-blocks for professional

, growth.

Active Staffing in Context

Finally, the active staffing process in this study was bounded by certain constraints.
First, teachers.who visited the center came from a variety, of school situations and
settidgs, and these contributed to the complexity of the interactions between, staff
and teacher. In some cases participants were under severe stress. Second, in order
for a teacher to function effectively as a staffer, he/she must be able to draw upon
a rich base of knowledge about human development as well as theories of learning and
how they apply to specific classroom practiceS.

0



ANALYSIS OF INDIVIDUALIZED TEACHER CENTER SERVICES

Donna Waho
InstitOte for Research'On Teaching

Michigah State University

Dennis Sparks
Northwest Staff
'Development Cooperative

Livonia, Michigan

While teacher centers are usually designed to meet the unique needs

of individual educators, little is known ahout the-process-and impact of

individualized teachers' center,seyvices. Durihg the past two years hun-.

dreds of teachers and,addlihistrators have individually requested assistarice

.from.the Northwest Staff Development Center (NSDC) to address the pressing

concerns of their work7--O4hough these individualized services are popular

with practitioners, NSDC has had littleopportunity to assess the short and

: long term effect of these services on the requesters and/or their students.

Thepurpose of this study was to describethe characterisitcs of in-

dividualized ,services and the practitioners who used those services. .For

the purpose of'this study individualized services are defined as those forms

of assistance th-at may be requested directly by teachers anA administrators .

J
through the use of a "Request for Services" form. The following research

questions were addressed in the study:

1. What are the characteristicsol'an individualized delivery

system?

2.

_

How is it different from-other types of teacher center delivery

systems (e.g., workshops, MCir'ii---Awards, etc.)?

3. Is there arelatiOnship-between the'type of request for services

anecertain demO'graphic 'and other characteristics of the teacher

making the reqUest?

. .Are teachers who make frequent request
who make few or no reqUests?

5. is there a "networking" effect among the teachers who use these

.
centers' services?

different from teachers

6. What is the role of the school principal in the process?

7. What is the impact on educatorS' job-related behaviors a d

their perception of student achievement?

The research design of thiS'.stUdy consisted'of several phases. .The major

foci were the analyses of the documents associated with a sample of 562 re-

quests(out of 2,,218) made by 277 (out of 1,109).praCtitioners, and the ana-

lyses of 51 interviews conducted by 10 teachers.

The preliminary results of these, analyses indicate that a description of

the characteristics of an individualized service would include thefollowing:

(1) it was a workshop attended mithin the state; (2), the focus of the work-

shop was on either new Iiachjng-techniquesior new information; and (3) the

center provided reimbursement for a substitute and conference fees. Indi-
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vidualized seevIces differ froM other teacher center services'in that they
are initiated by.the_teacher alone and that they provide "something for

,

everyone.'.;.. -

The person making the xequest was usually a female elementary school
teacher with a master's degree and about 17 years of teaching experience.
If she/he made frequent requests (more than.seven) for services,,she was
even more likely to be female and to attend the activity alone

lf a networking effeCt existed, it appeared to be dependent'upon the
presence .of an advocate in the school building. The advocate could be either
an administrator, specialist, frequent requester or member of the center's
policy board. The role of the principal ranged from providing no support to
being supportive but didn't make suggestions to supportive and made suglges-
tions. ,

The majority of the participants reported that the experience had had
a positive impact on their job-related behaviors and attitudes. They also
stated that they believed student achievement, self confidence and motiva-
tion had incr'eased.

The overwhelming tone of all the data collected was extremely positive.
Eighty-three per cent of the participants reported being 'very satisfied with
the individualized service. It was clear that the teachers believed that the
experience "made a big difference" and that they were extremely unhappy to.
see the center close.


